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POSTAL AUCTION 
Closing Tuesday, 17th December 2019 at 5.00pm

Terms and Conditions of Sale
1. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the description of lots but we hereby give 

notice that all statements, whether spoken or written, are those of opinion only and we do not 
hold ourselves liable for any errors or omissions. Obvious defects will be noted and unless stated 
otherwise, all items are considered by us to be in at least good to very good condition. Customers 
are reminded that certain lots may be fragile due to their age, wear, etc. When handling such material 
on viewing day at Stoneleigh, you are asked to treat it with the utmost care and attention. 

2. Carriage and packing will be charged extra at cost. We despatch items by Royal Mail Special 
Delivery at a minimum change of £12 including VAT. Large consignments are sent by Parcel Post. 
If you require your purchases to be sent by ordinary post, you must indicate this on your bidding 
form. We always obtain and hold the certificate of posting, but can not accept liability for any loss or 
damage in transit after items are handed over to Royal Mail, Parcel Force or courier.

3. Bids should be made on the Bidding Form provided with the catalogue. The Bidding Form may also 
be downloaded from the website.

4. All lots in this section carry a reserve which is published and in all cases will be no less than a 
minimum of £5.  Bids may be for any amount in whole pounds (pence will be ignored) and the 
highest bidder on any lot will be successful. The amount of the bid paid by the successful bidder, 
which will be at one bidding step above the previous highest bidder, will be determined by bid 
increments as defined in the following scale:

  Value of Bid Increment Value of Bid Increment
  Up to £10 £1 Between £100 and £500 £10
   Between £10 and £30 £2 Between £500 and £1000 £20
  Between £30 and £100 £5 Over £1000 £50
 Please note that any bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in this table will be 

rounded up to the next legal bid above. Any bid below the reserve price will be rounded up to it.
 When there is only one bid at or above the reserve, the bidder will pay the reserve price. In the 

case of equal highest bids, the lot will go to the first bid received. Any unsold lots will be available 
to buyers for a period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” 
basis. Please contact Brian Moakes if you wish to make such an offer (BrianMoakes@aol.com, or 
telephone 01234 391459).

5. A Buyer’s Premium of 18% (including VAT) will be raised on all items at the time of settlement.
6. Payment can be made either by debit card or cheque. Your cheque, or debit card details, must 

accompany your bid.
 (i)  Cheques should be made payable to “Great Central Railwayana Ltd” (please do not abbreviate) 

with the amount left blank, and endorsed “Not To Exceed £XXX” where XXX is the total of all your 
bids (or your spending limit) plus 18% Buyer’s Premium (including VAT) and an allowance for 
packing and carriage. Please do not forget to sign your cheque! Your cheque will be shredded if you 
are completely unsuccessful, otherwise we will enter on the cheque the amount due and a receipt 
will be enclosed with the lots you have successfully purchased.

 (ii)   We accept payment by debit card. Debit card payements are free of surcharge. If you intend to 
pay by debit card, your card details must be provided with your bids. This information will be stored 
securely and shredded shortly after the sale closes.

For full Conditions of Sale, please see the main Stoneleigh Auction catalogue. They will also be on 
display at Stoneleigh on 7th December.
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Great Central Railwayana Ltd
14 School Street, Woodford Halse, Daventry, Northants. NN11 3RL

 Company Reg. No. 5405235   VAT Reg. No. 864 7353 93

Advertisement

Purchasing an Unsold Lot after an Auction
If a sale lot fails to attract a valid bid by the closing date of a Postal Auction, it will be 
shown as unsold in the Auction Results (available via the sheffieldrailwayana.co.uk  

and gcrauctions.com websites). Any such unsold lots will be available to buyers for a 
period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” 
basis. Please contact Brian Moakes to check if the lot is still available and to state 

your interest in aquiring it. 
Email: BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 01234 391459
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Lots 1 - 34: Books
1 HARDBACK BOOK "Geology of the Hull & Barnsley Railway" by E.Maule Cole. 60pp plus plates 

privately published by MC Peck & Sons in 1886. Good for age.  £10
2 MACTURK GG: "A History of the Hull Railways". Hardback, 164pp published in Hull in 1879. 

Covers very worn and rubbed.  £10
3 LPC published hardback book "Kitsons of Leeds 1837-1937" by Edwin Kitson Clark. 185pp 

published circa 1939. Minor wear.  £10
4 HARDBACK BOOK with dust jacket "Railway Clocks" by Ian P Lyman. 360pp published by 

Mayfield Books in 2004. Signed by the author.  £10
5 HARDBACK BOOK "The History of Bradshaw" by G Royde Smith, 76pp complete with slightly 

worn dust jacket. Published by Blacklock & Co. in 1939.   £5
6 HARDBACK BOOK "Two Essays in Early Locomotive History" by Dendy Marshall. 120pp 

published by LPC in 1928.  £10
7 PEACOCK T.B: "PLA Railways". Hardback with dust jacket, 117pp published by LPC in 1952. 

Fading and loss to spine of dust jacket.  £10
8 GASQUOINE CP: "The Story of The Cambrian". 157pp, published locally in 1922. Minor edge 

wear to covers.  £10
9 DENDY MARSHALL D.F: "A History of The Southern Railway". Hardback with dust jacket, 708pp 

published by the Southern Railway in 1936.  £5
10 TWO VOLUME work "The Railways of Great Britain - A Historical Atlas" by Colonel Michael 

H.Cobb. Green hardback covers in green slipcase, 600+pp, first edition published by Ian Allan in 
2003. Spines slightly faded.   £30

11 Large sized hardback boo "Modern Locomotives". 448pp of diagrams and illustrations, published 
in the USA by The Railroad Gazette in 1897. Covers poor, title page very poor and with loss, 
loose pages.  £10

12 HARDBACK BOOK "History of the United Society of Boilermakers & Iron & Steel Ship Builders" 
by DC Cummins. Clothbound hardback covers with illustration of Tyne Bridge in gold on front. 
217pp published by Robinson & Co in 1905.  £60

13 BLACK'S "Guide to Scotland". Clothbound hardback covers, 642pp plus adverts and map in rear 
pocket. Published 1878. Slight cover wear, bindings loose.  £10

14 Bound volume of the NER MAGAZINE. Volume 2 dated January - December 1912. 300+pp in 
probably official hardback covers with title in gold on front. Cover and spine wear.  £10

Viewing
All the lots in this Postal Auction catalogue will be on view at the live Great Central Railwayana 

Auction at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire, CV8 2LZ on Saturday 7th December 2019 from 
8:00am to 1:00pm. Directions are shown at the back of the catalogue.

Completed bidding forms may be sent to the address shown on the form at any time before the 
closing date/times. They may also be handed over to the stewards on duty in the viewing 

room at Stoneleigh if desired (together with a “Not To Exceed” cheque or debit card details 
in accordance with Condition 6 on page 1).

The Postal Auction section will close promptly at 5:00pm on  
Tuesday, 17th December 2019.

Please note: The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve or starting price. 
Please note also: Bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in our Terms & 

Conditions (Section 4) will be rounded up to the next legal bid above.
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15 Bound volume of the LNWR GAZETTE. Volume 5 dated January - December 1916. 382pp in 
part leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on spine. Library plate inside front cover.  
£10

16 As previous lot. Volume 6 dated January - December 1917.  £10
17 As previous lot. Volume 7 dated January - December 1918.  £10
18 Bound volume of the FURNESS RAILWAY MAGAZINE. Volume 2 dated 1922. 96pp in 

clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Library plate inside front cover.  £10
19 Bound volume of the GREAT CENTRAL RAILWAY JOURNAL. Volume 1 dated July 1905 - June 

1906. 300pp in clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on spine. Staining to covers.  £10
20 Bound volume of the INDIAN STATE RAILWAYS company magazine covering April - September 

1931. 400+pp clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front.  £10
21 Bound volume of the INDIAN STATE RAILWAYS company magazine covering April - September 

1933. 400+pp clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front.  £10
22 SWISS RAILWAYS official paperback book "Le Centenaire des Chemins de fer Suisse". 

Coloured pictorial covers, 160pp published 1947. Text in French.  £5
23 HARDBACK BOOK "Der Dampfbetrieb der Schweizerischen Eisenbahnen". Clothbound covers 

with poor dust jacket, 426pp history published 1947.  £5
24 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1884. 

Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 600+pp plus 
fold out maps.   £10

25 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1855. 
Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 600+pp plus 
fold out maps (torn). Slight spine wear.   £10

26 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1890. 
Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 600+pp plus 
fold out maps (torn).   £10

27 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1875. 
Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 600+pp plus 
fold out maps (torn). Slight wear and fading to covers.   £10

28 BRADSHAW'S GUIDE to through routes to the chief cities of the world. Red hardback covers 
with title in gold on the front. 708pp plus maps. Dated 1913. Covers restored.  £10

29 BRADSHAW'S "New Railway Itinerary of Great Britain 1849". Green clothbound covers with title 
in gold on front, large fold out list of places in Britain and their railway connections. Front cover 
detached.  £10

30 HARDBACK BOOK "Bradshaw's Canals and Navigable Rivers of England and Wales - a 
handbook of inland navigation" by Henry Rodolph de Salis. 476pp plus adverts and fold out map 
in rear pocket. Published in 1918.   £10

31 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE to the GER. Tenth edition dated 1912. Red clothbound hardback 
covers showing coat of arms. 406pp plus maps. Good condition.   £10

32 RAILWAY AND CANAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY published book "Railway Passenger Stations in 
England, Scotland and Wales - a chronology" by ME Quick. Card covers, comb binding, 400+pp 
published 2002. Plus 48pp supplement published 2003. (2)  £10

33 CLINKER'S "Register of Closed Passenger Stations and Goods Depots in England, Scotland 
and Wales 1830 - 1970". 189 typescript pages, 1971 edition. Well thumbed condition.  £5

34 PEABODY COAL COMPANY published "The Peabody Atlas of Shipping, Mines and Coal 
Railroads". Large size hardback book, 147pp, published 1906. Covers poor, contents OK.  £10

Lots 35 - 37: Early Railway Guide Books
35 DRAKE'S "Road Book of the Grand Junction and London and Birmingham Railway". Hardback 

with title in gold on front, 250+pp plus fold out map, circa 1840. Good condition for age.  £10
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36 GEORGE MEASOM "The Official Illustrated Guide to the Great Western Railway". 800+pp in 
hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine. Dated 1861. Cover and spine wear.  £10

37 MORTON & CO. published guide to the LSWR. Illustrated paperback covers showing Waterloo 
station. 40+pp circa 1880s. Slight wear.  £5

Lots 38 - 44: Reports and Records
38 LMS file of documents relating to the proposed closure of the Dearham branch. Dated 1930s.  

£10
39 LMS Chief Mechanical Engineer's Department typescript document "Special Features on Class 

4 2-6-4 Passenger Tank Engines". Card covers, 7 pages plus diagram and photo illustration. 
Dated October 1946.  £10

40 BR(M & E) document "Proposed future pattern of passenger train services on the former 
Great Central line and closure of certain individual stations". Card covers, foolscap sized, 20+ 
typescript pages plus fold out map, dated August 1961.   £10

41 BR(ScR) "Report on Executive Responsibility - Colvilles Limited". 15 typescript pages dated 
November 1966.  £10

42 BR hardback book "Particulars of Engines Arriving at the Ashpit". Approx 100 pages duly 
completed with details from 1964. Believed ex Colwick depot. Well used condition.  £10

43 HMSO published report "The Channel Tunnel". 76pp published 1973. Plus BR consultation 
document on the same subject dated January 1974. 9pp plus several fold out maps of the 
proposed line through Kent. (2)  £10

44 SPRING FOLDER containing various Railway Clearing House reports re parcel post 
arrangements and the apportionment of receipts to the companies involved including Irish and 
Cambrian railways. Dated 1890s.  £10

Lots 45 - 48: Royal Train Notices
45 GE, GN, NE, NB & GNSR Royal Train timetable for the Queen and Empress Feodorovna of 

Russia and suite from Wolferton to Ballater on 16th August 1913. Blue and gold print with ornate 
border and royal coat of arms, 1pp, scuffs on rear.  £10

46 GWR timetable for a royal train from Bushbury Junction Wolverhampton to Windsor en route 
from Ballater on November 12th 1898. Foolscap sized, 4pp, folded.  £10

47 GWR Newport Division "Grove" royal train notice No.17 for a special train on March 30th 1944. 
4pp, blue print.  £10

48 BR(W) thin card, 6" x 4" invitation card to admit one person to stand on No.9 platform, Paddington 
station for the funeral train of King George VI, 15th February 1952. Purple coloured print with 
purple edging and map on rear.   £10

Lots 49 - 57: Locomotive Working and Records
49 BR(S) Western District booklet "Engine Workings for Passenger and Freight Trains - Sundays". 

Card covers, 28pp, dated June 1954.   £10
50 APPROX 49 typescript sheets showing BR(E) mandatory and conditional diesel locomotive 

programmes for Stratford depot class 31, 37 and 47 locos. Dated May 1977.  £10
51 APPROX 64 typescript sheets showing BR(M) mandatory and conditional diesel locomotive 

programmes for Wigan depot class 08, 25 and 40 locos. Also covers Allerton depot class 08 
programme. Dated May 1977.  £10

52 BR(ScR) 15 typescript page document (2 pages missing) showing Inverness diesel engine 
workings. Dated November 1966.  £10

53 BR(ScR) 2 typescript page document (taken from a larger document) showing North Berwick 
engine and enginemen's diagrams. Dated September 1955.   £10

54 APPROX 30 BR engine record cards for class 40 locos showing information from the early 
1960s to the early 1970s. (30)  £10
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55 BR Saltley depot handwritten list of departures from the depot for week ending 26th March 
1988. Approx 50 pages duly completed to show times, loco number, etc. Plus a few loose sheets 
showing arrivals for the similar period.  £10

56 BR Saltley depot handwritten list of departures from the depot. Approx 50 pages duly completed 
for the period between 15th October and 4th November 1970 to show times, loco number, etc.  
£10

57 BR(W) CM&EE Department "Log Book" for Hymek diesel loco D7009. 20+ pages for recording 
examinations. Approx 8 pages completed for examinations in 1966.  £10

Lots 58 - 60: Accident Reports
58 RAILWAY ACCIDENT REPORT into the double collision at Harrow & Wealdstone station in 

October 1952. 37pp plus diagrams and photos.   £10
59 ACCIDENT REPORTS. 25 reports from the late 1940s including Bourne End, Carcroft, Woking, 

Northwood, Lichfield, Potters Bar, Edgware, Catford, Marshmoor, etc. Plus a few station photos. 
(Qty)  £10

60 ACCIDENT REPORTS. Woolwich Arsenal (1948), Norwich Trowse (1949), Euston (1949), 
Pollokshields (1951), Stobcross (1951), Irk Valley (1953), Windmill Bridge Junction (1954). (7)  
£10

Lots 61 - 65: Financial and Accounts
61 CAMBRIAN RAILWAY director's report for the half year ending June 1868. Large size, 8pp.  £10
62 HULL & BARNSLEY RAILWAY director's report and statement of accounts for the year ending 

December 1921. Large size, 12pp including system map.  £10
63 L&YR director's report and statement of accounts for the half year ending June 1904. Large size, 

8pp.  £10
64 NEATH & BRECON RAILWAY director's report and statement of accounts for the year ending 

December 1870. Large size, 6pp.  £10
65 SOMERSET & DORSET RAILWAY director's report and statement of accounts for the half year 

ending December 1908. 12pp.  £10

Lots 66 - 69: Rule Books
66 NORTH LONDON RAILWAY rule book. Maroon clothbound covers with coat of arms in gold on 

the front, 219pp dated 1883. VGC.  £10
67 LONDON ELECTRIC RAILWAY rule book. Green, clothbound, hardback covers with title 

stamped into front, 184pp, dated 1914 revised to 1916. Spine faults, bindings loose.  £10
68 GNR rule book of additional instructions for the Engineer's Department dated July 1920. 104pp, 

brown hardback clothbound covers with title stamped into front.  £10
69 GWR Manor House Golf Club rule book. Paperback, 8pp, undated. Small rust stains.  £10

Lots 70 - 85: Working Instructions
70 GER foolscap sized 8pp notice "Trains Arriving at and Departing from Palace Gates Station". 

Dated July 1920.   £10
71 LMS Northern Division "Platform Arrangements for Trains Arriving and Departing from Glasgow 

St.Enoch Station". Foolscap sized, 15pp dated October 1945. Wear to spine.  £10
72 LNER GE section "Colchester Line Load List". 142pp in hardback covers with interleaved blank 

pages, dated July 1934. Details formations of trains.  £10
73 GWR Plymouth Division bound volume of "Notice of Extra Trains and Special Arrangements" 

notices. 400+pp in hardback covers covering issues between January and December 1931. 
Covers poor with front detached, contents OK.  £10

74 GWR Notice No.33 re arrangements in connection with London Evacuation Scheme No.2 and 
altered working of through passenger trains. 106pp dated August 1939.   £10
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75 GWR notice No.192 "Autumn Army Manoeuvres 1903. Notice of Special Trains and other 
Arrangements after the Termination of the Manoeuvres September 18th - 20th". 20pp, pencil 
annotations.  £10

76 GCR 3pp circular No.5 "Opening of Grimsby District Electric Railway Extension to Immingham 
Dock November 17th 1913". Details speeds and stops. Folded and torn at fold. Fragile.  £10

77 GER Operating Department circular O.3 W/177 "Conveyance of Parcels, Milk, etc traffic by 
trains from and to London". Foolscap sized, 4pp dated July 1920.  £10

78 GER 1pp circular "Instructions to Holders of National Service Badges for Railwaymen". Undated.  
£10

79 Seven SR special train arrangements foolscap sized notices for various sections covering 
Whitsun and August Holidays. Dated 1922 - 1940. Slight wear. (7)  £10

80 NORTH LONDON RAILWAY revised general order No.369 "Workmen's Tickets". 3pp with 
coloured illustrations of ticket and the day of use. Dated February 1903. Scuff on rear page 
where removed from album.  £10

81 NER "General Instructions relating to the Distribution of Goods and Cattle Wagons and Sheets". 
Thick card covers, 100pp including diagrams of wagon types. Dated September 1908. Cover 
wear, amendments added.  £10

82 NER booklet "Trade and Commerce of the North Eastern Railway District". Blue, clothbound 
paperback covers, 80pp plus fold out maps, dated 1921. Covers worn.  £10

83 BR(W) booklet "Passenger Train Working Oxford - winter service". 44pp dated September 1961.   
£10

84 BR(W) typescript train notice No.26 re arrangements and engine workings for the funeral train of 
Sir Winston Churchill. 8 pages dated January 1965.  £10

85 WESTINGHOUSE instruction book "The Westinghouse Automatic Brake". Green clothbound 
covers with title in gold on front, 95pp plus fold out diagrams, dated 1903.  £10

Lots 86 - 103: Signalling Paperwork
86 GCR signalling notice re the opening of Humber Commercial Railway between Ulceby and 

Immingham Dock and Grimsby District Light Railway. 7pp printed on green paper, dated January 
1910. Spine split causing front and back pages to be detached.  £10

87 GER signalling instruction No.31 of 1905 re temporary working at Thorpe-le-Soken station 
signalbox. 1pp, foolscap sized, contemporary annotations, laid on card.  £10

88 TOTTENHAM & HAMPSTEAD JUNCTION RAILWAY signalbox notice "Instructions to be 
observed by the signalman on duty at Crouch Hill with reference to use of the bell fixed at that 
station". 1pp, dated December 1900.    £10

89 McKENZIE & HOLLAND accounts for signalling interlocking works at Barnet North and Barnet 
South signalboxes. 14 pages dated 1877. Plus covering letter from the GNR Engineer's Office, 
King's Cross.  £10

90 FRESHWATER YARMOUTH & NEWPORT RAILWAY "Train Staff Ticket" for use between 
Carisbrook and Ningwood. Printed on yellow coloured paper, unused.  £10

91 FRESHWATER YARMOUTH & NEWPORT RAILWAY "Train Staff Ticket" for use between 
Newport and Carisbrook. Printed on blue coloured paper, unused.  £10

92 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Lydford signalbox. Duly completed for the period 
between January and April 1962.  £10

93 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Saxmundham signalbox. Duly completed for the 
period between March and July 1965.  £10

94 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Saxmundham signalbox. Duly completed for the 
period between April and August 1969.  £10

95 SR "Diagram of London District Signal Linemen". Large sized coloured plan on paper, dated 
1925. Very worn, several fold tears.  £10
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96 GWR file of letters and documents relating to the high speed test of multiple aspect automatic 
train control. 50+ pages dated 1947.  £10

97 Nine MIDLAND RAILWAY 1pp signalbox notices re various operating instructions to be observed 
by staff at various stations including Ashton Road Sidings, Ancoats, Clapham, Normanton North, 
Saltley Junction, Mansfield, etc. Dated 1890s - 1910s.  £10

98 Nine MIDLAND RAILWAY 1pp signalbox notices re electric bell or gong signals to be observed 
by staff at various stations including Ancoats, Cricklewood, Blackwell, Shustoke, St.Pancras, 
Stonebridge Park, etc. Dated 1890s - 1910s.  £10

99 BR(M) typescript document "Bletchley Power Box". 13 foolscap sized pages plus fold out 
diagrams detailing the operation of the new box. Circa early 1960s.  £10

100 BR(M) typescript document "Rugby Power Box". 15 foolscap sized pages plus fold out diagrams 
detailing the operation of the new box. Circa early 1960s.  £10

101 BR(W) internal publication "Old Oak Common Signal Box - description and method of operation". 
Card covers, 33pp plus fold out diagram, circa early 1960s.  £10

102 BR(E) office copy plan of the track layout and interlocking levers at Trowse Lower Junction. Fold 
out plan on paper. Undated.  £10

103 BR file of plans relating to the London Bridge resignalling scheme. Office copies, dated 1973/4.  
£10

Lots 104 - 129: Paperwork
104 BRISTOL & EXETER RAILWAY large sized ledger type book of unused consignment notes. 

200+ pages with two notes and counterfoils per page in part leather bound hardback covers. 
Good condition.  £10

105 CLC ledger type "Wagon Stock Register". Part leather bound hardback covers containing approx 
150+ pages listing stock. Covers 1910s - 20s. Covers worn, contents OK.  £10

106 BARRY DOCK AND RAILWAYS notebook of hand drawn illustrations of major structures on the 
company's network. 30+ pages of drawing including Wenvoe Tunnel, Coldbrook bridge, etc. 
Probably ex company surveyor. Spine poor causing front cover to be detached.  £10

107 GER headed cheque from the Union of London and Smiths Bank Limited. Issued 1919. Creased 
and worn.  £5

108 11 LMS and BR(M) handbills, many related to football matches. Plus a number of other 
paperwork items including Cornish Riviera Express luncheon menu and wine list dated 1964 
and Caledonian Railway supplementary working timetable for the international aviation meeting 
at Lanark, August 1911. (Qty)  £10

109 NER booklet "List and Diagrams of North Eastern Specially Constructed Wagons appendix C". 
Clothbound paperback covers, 74pp dated 1917. Amendments added.  £10

110 LANCASHIRE DERBYSHIRE & EAST COAST RAILWAY 12" x 10" notice "All Persons Travelling 
in this Brake Van do so at their own risk, etc". Dated November 1896. Laid on card.  £10

111 NER ledger type bound volume of "Circulars of a Permanent Nature issued by the General 
Superintendent". 60+pp plus added amendments. Dated 1913. Well used condition.  £10

112 GWR St.John Ambulance Association certificate for passing the re-examination class in first aid. 
Brown print, ornate design on card. Approx 8" x 10", dated 1923.  £10

113 LMS 1pp thin card notice "Opening of New LMS Halt on 8th August 1927 at Roundwood between 
Harpenden and Hemel Hempstead" showing timetable. Crease top l/h corner.  £10

114 HMSO published "Railway Statistics Great Britain". Foolscap volume containing details of traffic 
carried and marshalling yard statistics for August 1930. 42pp, rusty staples.  £10

115 GWR foolscap sized notice re bullying and intimidation of men who did not join the general strike 
in 1926. Damage at bottom edge. Plus covering letter and small sized ASLEF leaflet.  £10

116 LNER invitation to travel on a trial trip of the new Coronation streamlined train from King's Cross 
on 30th June 1937. Approx 6" x 4", blue print, pin holes at top.  £10
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117 GER information card "The Prince and the Inspector" re the retirement of Inspector William 
Harris of Ely (inspector on the royal train for 38 years) and the gift from the Prince of Wales. 
Approx 4" x 3", undated.  £10

118 GER Old Comrades' Association (Hotel Branch) invitation card to a dinner dance in the Abercorn 
Rooms on May 15th 1931. Approx 4" x 3", blue print.  £5

119 END OF COLLECTION selection including LNER luggage labels, GWR luggage labels, various 
paperwork and forms from several companies plus a copy of The Times newspaper GWR 
Centenary edition dated 1935 (worn).  £5

120 BTC typescript document "Preservation of Historic Locomotives". 20+ pages of memos and 
duplicate copies of letters relating to ex GWR locos and the museum at Swindon. Dated early 
1960s.  £10

121 Four BR(E) Great Eastern Line "Best Kept Station" certificates awarded to Brentwood station. 
Each approx 12" x 10" thin card dated 1952 - 1962. (4)  £10

122 LNER invitation card for the naming ceremony of the locomotive "Green Howards" at Richmond 
station on 24th September 1938. 4" x 3" with regiment and LNER coats of arms on front. Unused, 
scuffs on rear where removed from album.  £10

123 LNER Southern Area Eastern Section circular "Number of Passengers arriving at and departing 
from Liverpool St, Bethnal Green, Fenchurch St, Leman St, etc by all trains on Tuesday 5th 
October 1937". Foolscap sized, 26pp, minor wear.  £10

124 ALBUM containing a small number of miscellaneous items including a few items of pre grouping 
paperwork and possibly official B&W photos of LNWR locos. Variable quality.  £10

125 BR "Working Clothes Guide". Large sized booklet showing the clothing styles of the various 
sectors. 88pp, fully illustrated in colour. Dated 1990.  £10

126 BRITISH ROAD SERVICES card type drinks mat. Circular, approx 3" diameter, red print showing 
the new logo.  £10

127 SHEET MUSIC for "Oh Blow the Scenery on the Railway (The Railway Guard)" by Leigh & 
Arthurs, sung by George Lashwood. 8pp with coloured illustration of guard on front. Dated 1910.  
£10

128 W.H.JUBB catalogue of larger scale model railways. Pictorial card covers, 60pp, fully illustrated, 
circa post WW1.  £5

129 Small quantity of TRIX TWIN model railway posters and tinplate signs. (Qty)  £5

Lots 130 - 132: Shipping
130 ELLIOTS' "Scottish Hotel Hydropathic & Steamship Directory for 1895 - 96". Clothbound 

hardback covers, 252pp, some wear, spine restored.  £10
131 OCEAN MERTHYR STEAM COAL certificate for the shipment of 2659 tons of Ocean Merthyr 

large steam coal from Cardiff in January 1938. Ornate border and title.  £10
132 SS HIBERNIA (LMS) bound copy of the "Dublin Official Guide". 152pp booklet with fold out map, 

bound into red clothbound hardback covers with ships name on front. Circa 1920s. Minor cover 
wear.  £15

Lots 133 - 145: Share Certificates
133 HULL AND SELBY RAILWAY share certificate for one £12 -10s share dated 1845. Ornate 

scrolled title with large company crest at side, embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10
134 LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER AND NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE JUNCTION RAILWAY share 

certificate for one £20 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, engraving of coat of arms top 
centre, large red embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10

135 CARLISLE & SILLOTH BAY RAILWAY AND DOCK COMPANY share certificate dated 1855. 
Ornate title, blue paper, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded.  £10
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136 GOLDEN VALLEY RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1878. Ornate scrolled 
title, engraving of old loco to left, orange print, embossed seal, not cancelled. Plus seven items 
of GVR paperwork including waybill, share application form and other share related items.   £10

137 DARLINGTON & BARNARD CASTLE RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 1854. 
Ornate title, embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10

138 LONDON, TILBURY & SOUTHEND EXTENSION RAILWAY share certificate for £10 of 
consolidated (Eastern Counties) stock dated 1855. Red print, not cancelled.   £10

139 WEST HIGHLAND RAILWAY share certificate for £10 shares. Brown print on thin card, ornate 
design, unused with counterfoil attached.  £10

140 WARE HADHAM & BUNTINGFORD RAILWAY share certificate for five £10 shares dated 1859. 
Ornate title, embossed seal, neat overstamp, not cancelled.  £10

141 DIDCOT, NEWBURY AND SOUTHAMPTON RAILWAY share certificate for £10 preference 
shares dated 1895. Punch cancelled through embossed seal, ink and punch cancellations. 
Creased.  £10

142 NEWQUAY AND CORNWALL JUNCTION RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 
1867. Ornate scrolled title, attached blue coloured seal. Punch cancelled through seal, a little 
creased.  £10

143 KING'S LYNN DOCKS & RAILWAY COMPANY share certificate for £100 of 4% preference 
stock, dated 1900. Red print, overwritten cancellations. Folded.  £10

144 WEST DURHAM RAILWAY unissued share certificate for one £10 share. Ornate scrolled title, 
not cancelled.  £10

145 COLLECTION of approx 20 share certificates from 20 different American railroad companies. 
Mostly coloured decorative types. (20)  £10

Lots 146 - 163: Early and Historical Paperwork
146 HIBERNIAN GENERAL RAILWAY COMPANY report of a meeting held in London to propose the 

formation of the company to build lines in Ireland. 3pp dated 1825.  £10
147 LNWR pre printed letter re special trains in connection with the opening of the Ashbourne and 

Buxton Railway on August 1st 1899.  £10
148 Seventeen DUNDEE, PERTH AND ABERDEEN RAILWAY JUNCTION COMPANY headed 

letters from the Perth Railway Department. Dated 1847 - 1848. (Qty)  £10
149 LANCASTER AND CARLISLE RAILWAY "Caution to Breaksmen" card. 3½" x 2½" dated Castle 

Station Lancaster November 1853.  £10
150 STAMFORD AND ESSENDINE RAILWAY fully headed letter dated 1855.  £5
151 STIRLING & DUNFERMLINE RAILWAY receipt for payment of the second share call. Ornate 

scrolled title, blue paper, dated 1847. Plus company report of the general meeting, undated. (2)  
£10

152 Four WILTS, SOMERSET AND WEYMOUTH RAILWAY paperwork items including agreement 
for purchase of lands, particulars of claim, act, etc. Dated 1840s. (4)   £10

153 Approx nineteen BODMIN & WADEBRIDGE RAILWAY paperwork items. Mostly pay sheets and 
supplies request forms. Dated 1860s - 80s. (Qty)  £10

154 LONDON, SALISBURY, EXETER, PLYMOUTH & FALMOUTH RAILWAY notice re a meeting to 
agree the building of the railway. 4pp including map of line. Dated March 1836.  £10

155 STRATFORD UPON AVON CANAL NAVIGATION document re land leased to the company. 
Dated 1815. Very worn and fragile, punch cancelled through seal.  £10

156 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY collection of approx 24 way bills and colliery tickets. 
Many different types/locations, dated 1840s-60s. (24)  £10

157 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY large vellum type document for the assignment of a leasehold 
interest in part of a property on Aldersgate. Dated 1863.  £10
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158 PEEL RAILWAY COMPANY prospectus for a short length of line to connect Peel and Ramsey. 
Dated 189x.  £10

159 ALBUM of paperwork from the Wotton Tramway and Oxford & Aylesbury Tramroad. Approx 20 
items including invoices, timetable, etc.  £10

160 LANCASHIRE DERBYSHIRE & EAST COAST RAILWAY 1pp pre printed letter re the transfer of 
the undertaking to the GCR on 1st January 1907.  £10

161 KINGTON & EARDISLEY RAILWAY director's report of the half yearly meeting held August 
1872. 4pp.  £10

162 AGREEMENT between Mary Annette de Trafford and the Cheshire Lines Committee re the De 
Trafford Light Railway. 8pp dated 1917. Plus two part coloured detailed plans on paper of the 
area in question. (3)  £10

163 FFESTINIOG AND BLAENAU RAILWAY COMPANY prospectus. 4pp on blue coloured paper, 
dated 1866. Plus similar in the Welsh language. Also three "Special Resolutions" reports dated 
1868. (5)  £10

Lots 164 - 169: Acts of Parliament
164 MIDLAND RAILWAY bound volume of MR and M&GN additional powers acts produced in 1894. 

100+pp in part leather bound hardback covers. Corners rubbed and worn.  £10
165 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY ledger type bound volume of 1907 acts of parliament relating to the 

railway. Clothbound hardback covers, 200+pp, Cover wear, contents OK.  £10
166 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY ledger type bound volume of acts of parliament relating to the railway. 

Leather bound hardback covers, 200+pp, covers very poor, contents OK.  £10
167 NBR General Goods Manager's Office bound volume of railway related acts produced in 1882 

including NBR, CR, Moffat, GNSR, etc. 200+pp in part leather bound hardback covers. Slight 
wear.  £60

168 LONDON BLACKWALL AND MILLWALL EXTENSION RAILWAY parliamentary bill to authorize 
construction of the railway in Stepney and Limehouse. 24pp dated 1865.  £10

169 CORWEN AND BALA RAILWAY parliamentary bill for the making of a railway from Corwen to 
Bala. 28pp dated 1861.  £10

Lots 170 - 177: Manufacturers' Catalogues (loco etc.)
170 BROWN - BOVERI LIMITED published glossy coloured booklet "Electric and Diesel Electric 

Traction". Colour photo covers, 116pp guide to products and technology, dated March 1961.  £10
171 BRUSH ELECTRICAL folder containing brochures for various company locos and equipment 

including Falcon, locos for Rhodesia, shunting locos, HST power equipment. Dated 1960s and 
70s.  £10

172 CLAYTON WAGONS LTD booklet "The Clayton Forge". Artwork card covers, 20pp illustrated 
guide to the forge and its products. Circa 1920s.   £10

173 DONCASTER WAGON COMPANY LTD hardback book "List of Works and Repairing Depots". 
Clothbound covers with title in gold on front, 74pp, circa 1930s.  £10

174 ENGLISH ELECTRIC AEI TRACTION glossy coloured brochure for industrial diesel hydraulic 
locomotives. Photo illustrated covers, 22pp, circa 1972.  £5

175 METROPOLITAN VICKERS published booklet The First British Built Gas Turbine Locomotive". 
Illustrated card covers, fully illustrated glossy publication, 28pp plus fold out diagram, dated July 
1952. Good condition.  £10

176 ROBERT STEPHENSON & HAWTHORNS LTD booklet "Locomotives". Photo illustrated covers, 
48pp fully illustrated guide to locos constructed by the company. Circa 1948.   £10

177 WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNALLING CO. published booklet "Route Relay Inter-locking at 
Paragon Station, Hull, LNER". Illustrated card covers, 16pp plus fold-out diagram. Dated 1938. 
Vertical crease.  £5
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Lots 178 - 195: Maps, RCH unless stated
(dmf = dissected, mounted and folded)

178 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of Cumberland & Westmorland Districts dated 1881. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Map and covers very poor.   £10

179 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of Derby & Notts Districts dated 1885. Dmf into hardback covers with 
title in gold on front. Covers rubbed, spine poor, stains to rear of map.  £10

180 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of London and its Suburbs dated 1887. Dmf into hardback covers with 
title in gold on front. Covers and spine very worn, small stain to map.  £10

181 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of Scotland dated 1881. Dmf into hardback covers with title in gold on 
front. Covers rubbed, a few minor annotations to map but generally OK.   £10

182 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of Yorkshire & District dated 1883. Dmf into hardback covers with title 
in gold on front. Covers poor, map OK.   £10

183 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Gloucestershire & Oxfordshire Districts dated 1911. Dmf 
into hardback covers with title in gold on front. VGC.  £10

184 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England and Wales dated 1912. Small edition, dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Covers rubbed, spine worn, map coloured to show 
counties.  £10

185 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the Staffordshire District dated 1907. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Spine poor, covers rubbed, large coloured annotation to centre 
of map.  £10

186 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of South Wales dated 1910. Dmf into hardback covers with 
title in gold on front. Spine wear, map OK.  £10

187 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Durham & District dated 1906. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Slight wear to covers.  £10

188 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Glasgow, Coatbridge & Paisley District dated 1932. Dmf 
into hardback covers with title in gold on front. Minor marking to edge of covers.  £10

189 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the West of England dated 1918. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Minor wear to covers.  £10

190 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Manchester & District dated 1911. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Minor wear to covers.  £10

191 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the Edinburgh & Glasgow District dated 1920. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front.   £10

192 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the East of England dated 1922. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front.  £10

193 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Ireland dated 1912. Dmf into hardback covers with title in 
gold on front. Map reasonable, covers poor with spine taped.  £10

194 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District South Sheet dated 1918. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Slight wear to covers.   £10

195 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District North Sheet dated 1921. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front.   £10

Lots 196 - 225: Maps
196 BRADSHAW'S "Map of the Canals in the Midland Counties of England". Coloured map, dmf into 

leather bound slipcase. Dated 1829. Slight wear to slipcase, map good condition.  £100
197 BRADSHAW'S "Railways of Great Britain". Map and sections of the railways of Britain. Coloured 

map, dmf into restored clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1839.  £10
198 BRADSHAW'S "Map of the Canals in the Counties of Lancaster, York, Derby & Chester". 

Coloured map, dmf, no covers (probably originally had a slipcase). Circa 1830s.  £10
199 BRADSHAW'S "Map of Mineral Districts". Two part map (central and southern sheets only) dmf, 

no covers (probably originally had a slipcase). Circa 1840s. Some wear.  £10
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200 BRADSHAW'S "New Railway Map of Great Britain 1849". Part coloured map, dmf into red 
clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Spine taped.   £10

201 BRADSHAW'S "Railway Map of Central Europe". Part coloured map, dmf into leather bound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Circa 1890s.  £10

202 BRADSHAW'S "New Railway and Travelling Map of Scotland 1848". Part coloured map, dmf into 
later clothbound hardback covers. Small stains to map.   £10

203 BRADSHAW'S "Map of Great Britain shewing the railways completed and in progress 1848". 
Part coloured map, dmf into red clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front.   £10

204 BRADSHAW'S "Railway Map of Great Britain and Ireland". Dmf into card covers, circa 1866.   
£10

205 BRADSHAW'S "New Railway Map of Great Britain and Ireland 1851". Dmf into clothbound 
hardback covers.   £10

206 BRADSHAW'S "Map of Europe showing all the railways in operation at the seat of war". Paper 
map folding into orange card covers. Dated 1859.   £10

207 BRADSHAW'S "Complete Map of the Railways of Southern England" circa 1840. Pocket sized, 
brown cloth covers with title in green pasted panel on front. Small fold tears to part coloured 
paper map.  £10

208 BRADSHAW'S "Railways of Great Britain". Map and sections of the railways of Britain. Coloured 
map, dmf into clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1845. Spine restored.  
£10

209 BRADSHAW'S "Railways of France & Belgium". Part coloured map, dmf into clothbound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Circa 1840s. Fading to covers.  £10

210 BRADSHAW'S TABLES OF GRADIENTS issued to accompany the map of Railways of Great 
Britain. Hardback, 30pp dated January 1839. Front cover detached.  £10

211 BRADSHAW'S "Plans of Towns to Accompany Bradshaw's Continental Railway Guide". 
Paperback covers containing 18 maps. Circa 1890s. Minor wear.  £10

212 BRADSHAW'S "Plans of the Most Important Cities and Towns of Continental Europe". Paperback 
covers containing 29 maps. Dated 1911. Minor wear.  £10

213 CHEFFIN'S "Map of The Grand Junction Railway" dated 1836. Two part map, each dmf and 
trimmed in green cloth, contained in leather bound, gold trimmed slipcase. Director's copy.  £50

214 GNR "Distance Map - Yorkshire District". RCH type map of company lines in the Yorkshire area 
showing distances from King's Cross. Dmf into leather bound covers. Dated 1902. Covers very 
rubbed, large tape repair to map.  £10

215 GNR map. Smaller sized RCH style system map, dmf into leather bound covers with title in gold 
on front. Dated 1887. Fold tears and annotations.  £10

216 L&YR and East Lancashire Railway "District Map 1858". Cloth map folding into leather bound 
covers with title in gold on front. Published by Bradshaw. Scuffs on covers.  £10

217 JOHNSTON'S RAILWAY MAP of England and Wales. Large sized RCH type map produced for 
the British Council of Wrought Iron Associations and coloured to show the areas. Dmf into cloth 
covers. Undated. Some wear.  £5

218 METROPOLITAN GOODS CONFERENCE "Map of Collection and Delivery Boundaries March 
1st 1884". 2" to 1 mile clothbound map in clothbound hardback covers with title on label on front. 
Minor wear, small annotations to map.  £10

219 LOUTH AND LINCOLN RAILWAY to be worked by the GNR, part coloured map on paper 
showing the proposed and adjoining lines. Approx 22" x 16", circa 1860s. Folded.  £10

220 Map of IRELAND produced to accompany the report of the Railway Commissioners in 1838. 
Coloured, dmf, amended to show the unions declared by the Poor Law Commission in 1852. 
Slight wear.  £10
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221 LMS CME and EE Department map of "Outdoor Machinery Districts and Fire Superintendents' 
Areas". Coloured map of England and Wales, dmf into clothbound hardback covers with title in 
gold on front. Undated, VGC.  £10

222 LNER Colliery Map of Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Lancashire, Cheshire and North 
Wales. Clothbound RCH style map folding into red clothbound card covers with title on front. 
Dated 1936. Wear, stains and annotations   £5

223 PHILIPS' wall chart map of the British Isles showing counties and main railway lines and coloured 
to show the grouping of the railway. Large size, dmf, circa 1923. Some wear.  £10

224 BR "Regional Boundaries Map". Map of Britain coloured to show the regional boundaries. Dmf 
into clothbound hardback covers. Dated 1950.  £10

225 BR(M) Western Lines CCE office copy system map. Approx 24" x 20" on paper. Dated 1962. 
Folded.  £5

Lots 226 - 244: Plans
226 LNWR plan of the line between Shrewsbury and Whitchurch. 6" to 1 mile OS map coloured to 

show the line, folding concertina style into clothbound hardback covers. Map dated 1913.   £10
227 GNR "Running Lines Diagram". Fold out diagram of the lines on the Stamford branch, Bourne 

branch, Bourne & Sleaford branch, Lincoln branch, Tickhill Light Railway. Approx 48" x 20", dmf 
into leather bound covers with title in gold on front. Ex Superintendent of the Line. Undated.  £10

228 GNR section diagram for the section between Canklow and Kilnhurst. Linen backed, 24" wide, 
very long, undated. Grubby and worn.  £10

229 GCR. Approx 35 running lines and sidings diagrams for Staveley - Nottingham Victoria, 
Chesterfield Loop, Chesterfield Market Place - Clipstone, Clipstone - Kirkby South Junction. 
Each part coloured on paper. Condition varies.  £10

230 LNWR large sized hardback book "Diagrams of Running Lines". 20 pages of detailed diagrams. 
Dated 1912. Some tape repaired tears and wear to cover.  £10

231 LNWR large sized fold out "Diagram of Carriage Stock Renewals - year ending May 1917". Folds 
out to show coloured seating arrangement type diagrams of carriage stock. Cloth backed paper, 
folding into cloth covers with title in gold on front.  £10

232 NBR general plan of station arrangements at Bridge of Earn. 40ft to 1" coloured plan on paper, 
cloth backed, 24" wide, very long, dated 1911.   £10

233 NBR Arbroath & Montrose Railway general plan of station arrangements at Cauldcots. 50ft to 1" 
coloured plan on linen, cloth backed, 24" x 36", undated, some wear.   £10

234 LNER general plan of station arrangements at Abernethy. 40ft to 1" coloured plan on linen, 16" 
wide, very long, dated 1925. Worn.   £10

235 Four LNER plans for proposed storage accommodation at Dundee Tay Bridge station for WM 
Younger & Co. Coloured on paper and linen. Dated 1937.  £10

236 NER plan and illustration of the Zetland Hotel, Saltburn by the Sea. 1pp with illustration of the 
hotel front at the top and plan below showing the mostly undeveloped area around the hotel and 
the Saltburn branch railway. Circa 1860s.  £10

237 BR(M) large sized book of office copy block circuit diagrams for Nottingham Victoria South. 8 
pages in cloth covers, dated 1964. Well used condition.  £10

238 BR(M) District Estate Surveyor, Crewe, plan of the Pool Dam branch. 1/1250 large sized detailed 
coloured plan folding concertina style into clothbound hardback covers. Dated 1952. Several 
fold tears causing detached covers and pages.   £10

239 LNWR plan of Crane Street Chester. 132ft to 1" on linen. Approx 30" x 12", dated 1899. Folded.  
£10

240 NER plan of Holbeck Joint Station showing encroachment by Midland Railway Company. 41.6ft 
to 1" on linen, Approx 14" x 8", dated 1908. Folded.  £10

241 GER Southern Division plan for the proposed removal of the crossover at Broxbourne. 22ft to 1" 
on linen, approx 24" x 12" dated 1917.  £10
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242 Five GWR large sized plans for the reconstruction of bridges on the Ruabon - Dolgelly line. Each 
large sized, coloured, cloth backed, dated 1921.  £10

243 BR(S) London West District area No.6 (part 2) line diagrams showing lines in the Isle of Wight. 
Large sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Amendments added. Undated.   £10

244 BR(S) Southern District area No.3 line diagrams showing lines in Sussex etc. Large sized 
clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated. Large fold tears and tape repairs.   £10

Lots 245 - 260: Signal Box Diagrams
245 LNWR signalbox diagram from "Speakman's Sidings" showing the line between Kenyon and 

Tyldesley. Undated. Some edge loss and staining.  £10
246 SR office copy signalbox diagram from Groombridge Station West Box. Dated 1941. Folded.   

£10
247 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Pulborough signalbox. Dated 1984. Folded.   £10
248 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Portslade signalbox. Dated 1982. Folded, fold tear.   

£10
249 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Newhaven Town signalbox. Undated. Folded.   £10
250 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Lancing signalbox. Undated. Folded.   £10
251 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from New Fishbourne Crossing signalbox. Dated 1981. 

Folded.   £10
252 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Dorking signalbox. Dated 1984. Folded.   £10
253 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Hampden Park signalbox. Dated 1984. Folded.   £10
254 BR(S) office copy signalbox diagram from Whyteleafe South signalbox. Dated 1983. Folded.   

£10
255 BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagram from Taunton East Junction signalbox. 

Dated 1960. Folded and with fold tears.  £10
256 Two BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Somerton, Victory Siding. 

Each large size on paper dated 1960s. (2)  £10
257 Three BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Moreton in Marsh, 

Wellington, Newton Abbot. Each large size on paper dated 1960s. (3)  £10
258 Three BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Coaley Junction, Bristol 

Engine Shed, Honeybourne East Loop. Each large size on paper dated 1960s. (3)  £10
259 Three BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Cogload, Curry Rivell 

Junction, Whiteball Tunnel. Each large size on paper dated 1960s. (3)  £10
260 Two BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Wincanton, Bishops Lydeard. 

Each large size on paper dated 1960s. (2)  £10

Lots 261 - 273: Timetables (Bradshaw)
(PTT = Passenger Timetable, WTT = Working Timetable)

261 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION of the railways in England. Pocket sized, brown 
clothbound covers with title on label on front. 50+pp, dated 1840. Covers faded and partially 
detached. Worn.  £10

262 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION of the railways in England. Pocket sized, brown 
clothbound covers with title on label on front. 50+pp, dated 1841. Covers faded, worn and 
detached. Loose and detached pages. Very worn.  £10

263 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION of the railways in England. Pocket sized, brown 
clothbound covers with title on label on front. 50+pp, dated 1842. Covers faded, worn and 
detached. Loose and detached pages. Very worn.  £10

264 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION of the railways in England. Pocket sized, brown 
clothbound covers with title on label on front. 50+pp, dated 1843. Covers faded and worn, title 
page missing, loose and detached pages. Worn.  £10
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265 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY AND STEAM NAVIGATION GUIDE dated May 1844. Bound into 
clothbound hardback covers, 80+pp plus fold out map. Slight wear.  £10

266 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY AND STEAM NAVIGATION GUIDE dated July 1845. Yellow paperback 
covers, 94pp. Disbound with slight spine wear.  £10

267 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY AND STEAM NAVIGATION GUIDE dated October 1845. Yellow 
paperback covers, 94pp plus fold out map.  £10

268 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY AND STEAM NAVIGATION GUIDE dated September 1846. Yellow 
paperback covers, 94pp plus fold out map (detached). Slight wear.  £10

269 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated January 1911. 1158pp bound into leather bound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine.  £10

270 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated February 1936. 1132pp bound into hardback covers. 
Appendix pages 1 - 16 missing, original front cover poor, rear cover missing.  £5

271 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated November 1960. 1225pp, slight cover wear.  £5
272 BRADSHAW'S CONTINENTAL RAILWAY GUIDE dated 1937. Paperback, 400+pp plus fold out 

map.  £10
273 BRADSHAW'S Manchester area ABC railway guide. Paperback covers, 208pp dated March 

1936.  £5

Lots 274 - 305: Timetables (Public)
274 JERSEY RAILWAYS & TRAMWAYS LTD timetable poster for services between St.Helier, 

St.Aubin's and Corbiere. 16" x 9½" dated February 1918. Some creasing and corner tears.  £10
275 NORTH LONDON RAILWAY bound volume of PTTs. Part leather bound hardback covers 

containing 12 monthly issues for 1857. 150+pp, pocket sized.  £10
276 HULL & BARNSLEY RAILWAY AND DOCK COMPANY timetable covers. Green clothbound 

hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front.  £10
277 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY timetable covers. Green clothbound hardback covers with coat of 

arms in gold on front.   £10
278 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY PTT. Orange paperback covers, 130pp, no map, dated May 1932. 

Covers worn, loss to rear cover and edge tears to front.  £10
279 COLNE VALLEY RAILWAY pocket sized timetable leaflet. 16pp fold out type on yellow paper, 

opening to show timetable with adverts on rear. Dated October 1904. Faded at edges.  £10
280 SER "Open to Reading" PTT dated October 1849. Pocket sized, 36pp, modern outer card covers 

added for protection.  £10
281 GCR PTT card for the non stop Marylebone - Sheffield service. Double sided cut out style in 

shape of 4-4-0 loco with timetable below. Some wear.  £10
282 STRATFORD-UPON-AVON AND MIDLAND JUNCTION RAILWAY "Shakespeare Route" pocket 

sized PTT leaflet. 12pp with map of lines on front. Dated December 1912.  £10
283 GER timetable covers. Green clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front. 

Some spine wear.  £10
284 GER PTT dated October 1915. Blue coloured, foolscap size covers showing flag and outline 

drawing of train. 210pp plus fold out map. Wear and creasing to covers with rear detached.  £10
285 GER small sized PTT for Norwich, Aylsham, Mundesley-on-Sea, Sheringham and Cromer 

services. Blue card covers containing 2pp fold out timetable, dated July 1910. VGC.  £10
286 GER small sized PTT for Fenchurch Street, Millwall Junction, Blackwall and Greenwich services. 

Red card covers containing 2pp fold out timetable, dated May 1906. Slight wear.  £10
287 GER bound volume of continental services PTTs. Hardback covers containing 12 monthly issues 

for 1867. 300+pp, covers worn, contents OK.  £10
288 DUBLIN AND LUCAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY pocket sized 12pp fold out time and faretable. 

Dated March 1884.  £10
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289 LSWR 8pp fold out timetable leaflet "New Electric Service between Wimbledon & Waterloo via 
East Putney". Brown, red and green print with small cover illustration showing suburban house 
and St.Paul's Cathedral with EMU between. Dated October 1915. Minor marking to bottom edge 
otherwise OK.  £10

290 LNWR 16pp fold out timetable leaflet for the "Opening of New Line between Harrow and 
Wealdstone and Watford with additional station at Headstone Lane". Dated February 1913.  £10

291 NER 30pp smaller sized PTT "Coal Mining Dispute. Curtailment of Train Service" listing cancelled 
or altered services. Dated April 1921.  £10

292 LMS Omnibus Services 4pp handbill type timetable leaflet for bus services between Boxmoor, 
Hemel Hempstead, Redbourn and Harpenden. Dated September 1929. Folded.  £10

293 LMS local area PTT booklet for the London, Tilbury and Southend section. Maroon covers, 
centre folding, 44pp plus fold out map, dated September 1933.  £10

294 GWR PTT dated February 1877. Yellow paperback covers, 114pp, no map. Disbound from 
larger volume.  £10

295 GWR PTT of local trains in the South Devon, Cornwall, Taunton & Exeter Districts. Blue coloured 
artwork covers, 36pp dated January 1901. Some wear, very rusty staples removed.  £10

296 SR South Western Section PTT dated July 1923. Foolscap sized, 128pp plus maps. Several 
faults to worn covers.  £5

297 LBSCR & ISLE OF WIGHT RAILWAYS fold out type timetable and information leaflet (with map) 
for services via the direct mid-Sussex route to the Isle of Wight, dated June 1882. Pocket sized, 
16pp opening to show map of the island with timetable on rear.  £10

298 NORTH WALES & LIVERPOOL RAILWAY pocket sized 6pp fold out timetable leaflet for the 
passenger service "By the New Route between Liverpool, Seacombe, Birkenhead, etc". Dated 
July 1900.  £10

299 FESTINIOG RAILWAY hanging thin card timetable for a day trip to Tanybwlch and Portmadoc 
from Llandudno, Colwyn Bay, etc dated July 1912. 7" x 9" complete with original hanging cord. 
Rear shows map of district.  £10

300 ROMNEY HYTHE & DYMCHURCH RAILWAY official guide and timetable. Blue paperback 
covers showing 'The Giant and the Dwarf'. 16pp dated September 1936.  £10

301 ROMNEY HYTHE & DYMCHURCH RAILWAY official guide and timetable. Orange paperback 
covers, 8pp dated September 1929. Staples removed.  £10

302 RAILWAY AIR SERVICES general timetable dated May 1937. 12pp centre folding type with red 
and green artwork covers. Rusty staples.  £10

303 RAILWAY AIR SERVICES timetable leaflet for services in conjunction with Spartan Air Lines 
between London and the IOW. Green and red print showing aeroplane and route. Dated May 
(probably 1936).  £10

304 REID'S MONTHLY ADVERTISER local area timetable booklet of the York, Newcastle & Berwick 
Railway. Paperback, 32pp, No.2 dated May 1849. Reprint for the 1925 railway centenary.  £10

305 LOCALLY PUBLISHED "West Cumberland Railway Guide". Yellow paperback covers, 66pp 
dated October 1888.  £10

Lots 306 - 313: Timetables (Working)
306 MANCHESTER SHEFFIELD & LINCOLNSHIRE RAILWAY WTT No.254 for passenger and 

freight trains. 131pp dated November 1890. Minor wear.  £10
307 SER service timetable dated July 1863. 48pp, modern outer card covers added for protection.  

£10
308 GER suburban district sections E, F & G WTT. 300+pp dated July 1922. Spine wear, contents 

OK.  £10
309 GER section B WTT. 55pp dated March 1922.   £10
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310 GER Cambridge and Colchester main lines and branches sections A - D WTT. 150+pp dated 
July 1922.   £10

311 GWR No.7 section of the service timetable Swindon, Gloucester, Cardiff and Pyle. 340pp dated 
July 1938. Some foxing, rear page detached.  £10

312 BR(NE) sections A-F WTT of freight trains. 300+pp dated September 1963.  £10
313 L&LSR WTT dated April 1947. 4pp.  £10

Lots 314 - 318: Carriage Working and Records
314 BR(E) "East Coast and GN Main Line Carriage Workings". Blue hardback covers, 202pp with 

interleaved blank pages. Dated June 1965.   £10
315 BR(E) Great Eastern "Diagrams and Formations of Passenger and Carriage Trains" covering 

services between Liverpool Street, Stratford, Broxbourne, Bishop's Stortford, etc. 8pp dated 
September 1958. Folded.  £10

316 BR(S) Central Division "Carriage Working Notice Electric Trains". 231pp dated May 1971.   £10
317 BR(S) South Eastern Division "Carriage Working Notice". Red covers, 236pp dated May 1982.   

£10
318 BR(S) Central Division "Carriage Working Notice". Red covers, 259pp dated May 1982.   £10

Lots 319 - 326: Appendices to Working Timetables
319 HULL & BARNSLEY RAILWAY "Appendix No.4 to the working time book". 214pp dated March 

1916. Bound into modern hardback covers.  £10
320 MIDLAND RAILWAY No.26 Appendix (A) to the WTT dated January 1922. Brown cloth covers, 

287pp, covers dusty. Disbound from larger volume with spine faults.  £10
321 GER appendix to the WTT. 334pp No.13 dated February 1899. Bound into contemporary 

hardback covers. Cover wear, contents OK.  £10
322 LSWR Appendix to the Book of Rules and Regulations and to the WTT. 161pp dated January 

1911. Disbound from larger volume with spine faults.  £10
323 CHESHIRE LINES RAILWAY Appendix to the Working Timetables. Clothbound covers, 118pp, 

dated November 1935. Covers a little faded. Disbound from larger volume.  £5
324 SR & LMS SOMERSET & DORSET RAILWAY JOINT COMMITTEE Appendix to the WTT. Cloth 

covers, 126pp dated January 1933. Covers grubby. Plus BR(W) section P2 WTT dated June 
1965 and section D freight dated September 1956. (3)  £10

325 LMS Midland Division Sectional Appendix to the WTT. Clothbound card covers, 288pp dated 
March 1937.  £5

326 BR(W) Appendix to No.11 section of the service timetable covering Pontypool Road and Neath 
Junction. 75pp dated December 1948. Hardback version interleaved with blank pages.  £10

Lots 327 - 347: Handbills
327 Two SOMERSET AND DORSET JOINT RAILWAY excursion handbills to Bath & Bristol and to 

Glastonbury & Weston super Mare, both from Broadstone Junction, Blandford, etc. Both dated 
1927.  £10

328 LNWR handbill "Exhibition at Broad St Station (NLR) of Ambulance Train Vehicles". Red print, 
dated May 1916. Laid on card.  £10

329 MIDLAND & DISTRICT RAILWAYS joint handbill advertising cheap day excursion ticket to 
Southend on Sea listing fares from underground stations. Blue print, dated June 1922. Folded.  
£10

330 LBSCR & LNWR joint handbill for excursions from Eastbourne, Hastings, etc to Carlisle and 
Scotland. Printed on orange paper, dated July 1922.  £10

331 AXHOLME JOINT RAILWAY handbill for cheap market tickets to Goole and Hull from local 
stations. Large tear and loss top l/h corner affecting title.  £5
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332 LNER handbill "Additional Tram Arrangements Wisbech & Upwell". Red and black print, dated 
August 1924. Pin holes and rust stain top l/h corner.  £5

333 SR handbill for the re-introduction of the Night Ferry from London - Paris. Dated December 1947.  
£5

334 GWR handbill "Opening of the New Station at King's Worthy on February 1st 1909". Green print 
showing train times. Some loss to l/h edge.  £5

335 GW & METROPOLITAN RAILWAYS handbill "Motor Exhibition at Olympia". Blue print showing 
times. Dated November 1905. Worn, several edge tears.  £5

336 GWR 2pp handbill type leaflet "Luncheon Baskets and Folding Tables". Printed on pink coloured 
paper with list of stations where baskets can be obtained and list of refreshment rooms on rear. 
Dated June 1893. Plus a GWR bookmark (Vale of Llangollen) and wagon label (not to run in fast 
trains). (3)  £10

337 GWR handbill "Timetable of the Saloon Rail Motor Car Service between Addison Road and West 
Ealing". Blue and red print, dated August 1904. Edge and corner loss. Sun darkened.  £5

338 BIG 4 handbill type leaflet "Happy Thought for a Christmas and New Year Gift send greetings 
card with railway tickets". Orange and green coloured showing Christmas tree and loco. Dated 
December 1937.  £10

339 13 LNER excursion handbills including buffet cars, race meetings and evening excursion. Dated 
1927 - 1937. Condition varies. (15)  £10

340 SR. Two folders containing approx 70 SR handbills, timetable leaflets and publicity dated 1920s 
and 30s. Many involve coastal destinations. (70)  £10

341 BR(E) 4pp handbill for the closure of the Grimsby & Immingham Electric Tramway on 1st July 
1961. Blue print showing times of replacement bus services.  £5

342 APPROX 25 BR(E & NE) handbills including sporting events and several multi page examples 
for alterations to passenger services. Dated 1950s & 1960s. (25)  £10

343 APPROX 40 BR(M) mostly single page handbills. Dated 1950s & 1960s. (40)  £10
344 APPROX 18 LMS handbills from the Leicester & Derby area. String tears and wear to many. (18)  

£10
345 Approx 60 BR handbills including 10 for horse race meetings. Various regions including a few 

multi page examples. Dated 1950 - 1963. (60)  £10
346 Approx 50 BR(M) handbills including a few multi page examples. Dated 1950 - 63. (50)  £10
347 Approx 45 BR(W) handbills including a few multi page examples. Dated 1952 - 63. (45)  £10

Lots 348 - 420: Publicity Material
348 SCARBOROUGH AND WHITBY RAILWAY official guide to the coast route. Brown coloured 

paperback covers showing views of Robin Hood's Bay, 44pp dated 1894. Spine wear.  £10
349 SECR 4pp leaflet "The Thanet Pullman Limited to Margate, Broadstairs & Ramsgate". Brown 

print opening to show photos and route with timetable on rear. Dated October 1921. Vertical fold, 
edge tear.  £10

350 LSWR 16pp fold out leaflet for services between London and the IOW via various routes. 
Coloured artwork covers, opens to show timetable, information and map of island and south 
coast. Dated October 1909. Scuff to edge of rear cover.  £10

351 LSWR 16pp fold out leaflet "A New Link between Two Cities. Turbine Steamers via Southampton 
and Le Havre - London and Paris". Illustrated cover showing SS Normannia. Dated 1912. 
Marked at bottom of front cover otherwise OK.  £10

352 LSWR coloured pictorial brochure "Select First Class Rail & Coach Trips New Forest, Mysterious 
Stonehenge and the Lovely Avon Valley". 12pp fold out type opening to show coloured map and 
view of local landmarks. Travel information and guide on rear. Dated 1907. Worn, fold tears.  £10
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353 LSWR official publication "In the Track of the Mayflower - Back to the Old Country". Coloured 
pictorial covers, 52pp illustrated guide to locations served by the railway with fold out map. Dated 
March 1909.  £10

354 LSWR postcard sized, thin card advert "New Facility for Weekend Visitors to Bournemouth - 
Breakfast Car Express to Town". Blue print showing times of train from Bournemouth on Monday 
mornings. Undated.  £10

355 LBSCR "Diagram of the Pullman Limited Express". 8pp fold out type, opening to show general 
arrangement diagram of the 4 car unit. Dated December 1881. Vertical crease, slight wear.  £10

356 GER foolscap sized 32pp booklet "Christmas Holiday Arrangements 1910". Green, red and 
black coloured decorative covers showing holly.  £10

357 GER 4pp leaflet "Early Holidays". Printed on pink coloured paper. Lists suggestions for holidays, 
dated May 1914.  £10

358 GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY 4pp thin card souvenir of The Paris Exposition of 1900. Front 
cover shows advertisement for GER services to the Continent, inside details Claud Hamilton 
locomotive and the company exhibit at the show. Small tape repair at bottom of spine, label on 
rear cover.  £40

359 GER booklet "The World War Battlefields of Belgium and France" published circa 1920 for the 
American market. 80pp paperback with fold out maps. Annotation on front cover.   £10

360 GER wood and metal corkscrew. Company name and advert for Tolly Stout on handle. Wood 
split.  £10

361 GCR souvenir booklet of "US 63 Ambulance Train constructed for the US Army Medical 
Department at the GCR carriage works 1918". Illustrated paperback covers showing American 
flag. 32pp illustrated guide to the train. Covers detached at split spine, small tear to front cover.  
£10

362 NER 24pp booklet "Travel in England". Paperback covers show small illustration of York Minster. 
Guide to places served by the railway. Includes two fold out maps. Circa 1903.  £10

363 NER pocket sized official publication "Bolton Abbey and Woods". 8pp, yellow, red and green 
illustrated covers showing small sized view of the area. Published in the Northern Lights series, 
circa 1908.  £10

364 MIDLAND RAILWAY published hardback book "Scenery, Industries, History". Clothbound covers 
show title and illustration of High Tor in gold on front. 324pp guide dated 1902.   £100

365 CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY Coronation Souvenir book. 36pp 7"x 11" specially published by 
the CLR in 1911. Contains 15 coloured views with full description on opposite page. Thick green 
card covers with gilt spine and stamped gilt lettering surrounding portrait of their majesties in 
raised card frame. Slight wear and small loss to frame.  £10

366 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official publication "Metroland". 1927 edition with coloured pictorial 
covers showing family picnic, bound into clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. 
110pp plus fold out map. Good condition.   £10

367 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY & LNER joint publication "Country Walks No. 4". Illustrated covers 
showing country lane, 40pp, 22nd edition circa mid 1920s.  £10

368 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official souvenir of the diamond jubilee of the railway 1863-1923. 
Coloured card covers with illustration of Metropolitan Railway electric locomotive. 24pp with 
colour plates and advertising leaflets in rear pocket.  £10

369 METROPOLITAN & GREAT CENTRAL RAILWAYS joint publication "A Selection of Country 
Walks". Blue covers, 23pp, dated 1914.  £10

370 NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE RAILWAY official publication "Picturesque Staffordshire". Card 
covers, 154pp guide book dated 1908.  £10

371 NBR 92pp foolscap sized booklet "Programme of Tourist Arrangements Mountain Moor & Loch". 
Red and green artwork covers with map on rear cover, dated 1906 season. Spine wear.  £10
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372 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY guide book "The Key to Scotland's Beauties". Coloured pictorial 
paperback covers showing large key and people walking. 48pp fully illustrated guide. Undated, 
slight wear to covers.  £10

373 LNWR invitation card for the opening of the Ashbourne & Buxton Railway on the 1st August 
1899. 8" x 6", thin card, blue and gold print with LNWR coat of arms at top. VGC.  £10

374 LNWR booklet "Carriage Works, Wolverton". Coloured paperback covers showing company 
coat of arms, 41pp illustrated description of the works with fold out plan, published 1907. Covers 
slightly dusty, small edge tear.  £10

375 LNWR official publication "LNWR Company of England Sends Greetings to American Voyagers 
and Presents this Little Book of Information". Decorative coloured covers, 64pp plus fold out 
map, published for the USA market, 2nd edition dated October 1907.   £10

376 LNWR programme for the visit of the International Railway Congress to Earlestown wagon 
works on 28th June 1895. 4pp with lilac and gold coloured decorative cover, opening to show 
programme in English and French. Vertical fold.  £10

377 LNWR 6pp fold out brochure for services to tourist areas and for services to Ireland. Cover 
shows coloured illustration of ship at sea. Dated July 1906.  £10

378 LNWR Golf Course Score Card. Pocket sized, 2pp thin card with golfing illustration on front and 
score card on rear. Unused.  £5

379 GNR guide book "A Holiday in London". Coloured pictorial covers show sights and King's Cross 
station, 32pp plus fold out map. Dated 1912.  £10

380 GNR publication "Seaside Farmhouse & Country Lodgings & Hotels". 86pp guide plus fold out 
map in coloured pictorial paperback covers. Published by Walter Hill & Co in 1899.  £10

381 MATE'S PUBLISHED GUIDE "The English Lake District - The Popular Guide to the Furness 
Railway". Blue and white clothbound soft covers. 80+pp fully illustrated guide dated 1903. 
Covers worn.  £15

382 LNER AND PULLMAN CAR COMPANY LIMITED brochure "The Queen of Scots Pullman 
Extended to Glasgow". 8pp fold-out style opening to show map of route and features of the 
journey with details of timetable and distances, dated September 1928. Fold tears and wear.  £10

383 LNER 6pp handbill type leaflet "Pullman Excursions de Luxe by the Eastern Belle from Liverpool 
Street". Blue, orange and black illustrated covers showing loco and train. 1939 season. Very 
creased and worn.  £10

384 PULLMAN CAR COMPANY LIMITED brochure "The London Harrogate and Edinburgh Pullman 
on the LNER". 8pp fold-out style opening to show map of route and features of the journey with 
details of timetable and distances. Circa late 1920s. Fold tears and creases.  £10

385 SR 4pp fold out leaflet "The New Bournemouth Limited". Red and black print on yellow paper 
with illustration of train on front. Undated.  £10

386 SR publication "Interlaken in Early Summer". Pocket sized guide book, 16pp published in the 
"Off the Beaten Track" series as No.20 in 1931.   £10

387 SR two fold, thin card leaflet "With King Arthur to the Continent". Green and brown print on buff 
coloured paper showing illustration of train at speed. Opens to show narrative regarding the 
journey. Print date 1925.  £10

388 SR invitation card for the official opening of the electrified line to Brighton and Worthing by 
the Lord Mayor of London on 30th December 1932. Approx 6" x 3" thin card, green print with 
programme and train times on the rear.  £10

389 SR Naming Ceremony Brochure for "Merchant Navy" class loco "British India Line" at Waterloo 
on 13th December 1945. Pictorial 4pp leaflet opening to show details of the loco class with 
history of the shipping company on rear. Several tears, poor.   £10

390 SR fold out leaflet "Have a Day Off on the Electric Coast". Opens to show illustration of EMU and 
small cartoons. Details the benefits of using the train to reach the coast. Dated 1935.  £10
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391 SR 14pp booklet "Schneider Trophy - Fastest International Contest". Details services and special 
trains to the Solent area. Coloured cover shows seaplane travelling at speed. Dated 1931. Rusty 
staples.  £10

392 SR fold out brochure "That's the Ticket. Brighton & Hove for Sunshine". 16pp with illustrated 
cover showing ticket and various activities. Dated 1936.  £10

393 SR Naming Ceremony Brochure for "Merchant Navy" class loco "Canadian Pacific" at Victoria 
on 27th March 1942. Pictorial 4pp leaflet opening to show details of the loco class with history of 
the shipping company on rear. Horizontal fold.   £10

394 SR 4pp coloured leaflet "The New Buffet Cars for the Electric Trains between London and 
Bognor Regis". Illustration of buffet car on front, opening to show cutaway drawing of buffet 
cars. Dated 1938.  £10

395 LMS official publication "Old London Coaching Inns". Hardback with dust jacket, 43pp, plus 
plates, published 1930s.  £20

396 GWR invitation card to Rosborough Aerodrome, Plymouth for the inaugural flight of the GWR 
RAS service from Cardiff to Haldon and Plymouth on 11th April 1933. Approx 6" x 4" with 
timetable of events on rear.  £10

397 GWR 14pp booklet "The Solution Of Your Luggage Problem". Cartoon type illustrated paperback 
covers showing travellers and luggage. Details various ways of sending luggage by train. Dated 
May 1936. Covers detached at rusty staples.  £10

398 GWR 8pp fold out timetable and guide "To & From Ireland by the new and direct short sea route 
via Fishguard". Red and green print showing ship and express train. Dated 1906. Horizontal fold.  
£10

399 GWR publication "Motoring from Manor House Hotel Moretonhampstead Devon". Brown and 
black pictorial covers showing country scene, 48pp plus fold out map, dated 1947. VGC.  £10

400 GWR official publication "After the Coronation Visit the West Country, Shakespeareland, The 
Homes of Cornishmen, Historic Wales, Somerset & Devon". Coloured pictorial covers by Ralph 
Mott showing house and bridge, 48pp dated 1937. Rusty staples removed.  £10

401 GWR guide book "Great Western Railway of England Royal Oxford or Shakespeare Route". 
Illustrated covers showing local sights. 32pp dated March 1896. Produced for American visitors. 
Minor wear.  £10

402 GWR 4pp leaflet "Links between Manufacturer and Customer - a chain of warehouses". Green 
and black print with photo illustrated cover. Details locations of company warehouses. Circa 
1930s, string tear top l/h corner.  £10

403 GWR 8pp glossy, illustrated, centre folding brochure "The Sylvan Wye and the Spas of Central 
Wales". Orange, blue and black illustrated cover showing tree and winding road. Dated May 
1933. Slight wear and dusty covers.  £10

404 GWR 8pp fold out type leaflet "The Power of the Kings". Photo illustrated covers showing King 
class loco at Paddington station. Narrative details technical information re the loco class. Dated 
January 1928. Worn, large fold tear and tape repair.  £5

405 LNER 8pp leaflet "Excursions de Luxe by the Eastern Belle Pullman Ltd". Green coloured print 
on cream paper showing B12 loco No.8580. Dated 1934. Details excursions from Liverpool St to 
East Coast resorts. Slightly dusty, string tear top centre.  £10

406 LNER souvenir booklet "Doncaster Locomotive and Carriage Plant Works" issued for the visit of 
members of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers to the plant in June 1936. Card covers with 
photo of A4 on front. 16pp plus fold out plan.  £10

407 LNER 6pp fold out leaflet "Cruises of the Northern Belle leaving King's Cross station, London, 
9th and 23rd June 1939". Sepia coloured photo covers show mountain view. Opens to show 
itinerary and map.  £10

408 LNER official publication "Camping Holidays - Camping Coaches, Youth Hostels, Sites for 
Camps". Pictorial coloured covers by Frank Newbould showing camping coach scene. 132pp 
plus fold out map. Dated March 1938.  £10
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409 LNER fold out leaflet "Camping Coaches - For Carefree Holidays". Sepia covers showing coach 
and occupants. Opens to show layout of coach and list of locations. Dated 1938.   £10

410 LNER Contract Bridge set manufactured by John Waddington Ltd. Leather case containing 
double pack of playing cards, each with illustration of Cambridge on rear in two different colours. 
Complete with two scoring pads and pencils, all contained in original card presentation box. 
Good condition.  £10

411 BIG 4 published 6pp fold out leaflet "The Simplicity of Removals by British Railways". Orange 
and black print with illustrated covers by Ralph Mott showing removals scene. Circa 1940s.  £10

412 GNR(I) official publication "Health Resorts and Pleasure Excursions in the North of Ireland". 
Green and red coloured artwork covers, 36pp guide to tours of the area. Dated 1913. Rusty 
staples.  £10

413 FESTINIOG RAILWAY hanging showcard "The Faery Line" showing colour vignettes of various 
scenes along the line and details of places to visit. 7¾" x 9¾" complete with original hanging 
cord.  £10

414 SNOWDON MOUNTAIN TRAMROAD guide book "Snowdon by the Snowdon Mountain 
Tramroad". Paperback, 32pp guide to the area, circa 1910s. Advert for LNWR on front.   £10

415 SWANSEA IMPROVEMENTS AND TRAMWAY COMPANY souvenir booklet commemorating 
the centenary of the Mumbles Railway in 1904. 38pp with pictorial paperback covers. A fully 
illustrated history and guide to the railway. Slight cover wear.  £10

416 LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY guide book. Landscape format, red and black illustrated 
paperback covers, 16pp with centre page fold out map of the line and features en-route. Issued 
circa late 1930s. Vertical folds, foxing to covers.  £10

417 RAILWAY AIR SERVICES "Map of the Air Routes in Great Britain of Railway Air Services". Large 
size, red and green artwork covers containing fold out map. Undated.  £10

418 BR(S) glossy coloured 4pp leaflet "Golden Arrow in Pullman Comfort - London to Paris". Front 
shows couple in carriage window. Dated October 1954. Horizontal fold.  £10

419 BR(W) 4pp leaflet "The South Wales Pullman". Green print on cream with photo illustration of 
train on front. Opens to show times and fares. Dated September 1957.   £10

420 BR(W) Public Relations & Publicity Officer, Paddington Christmas card 1955. Blue and salmon 
coloured cover showing distant train. Unused.  £10

Lots 421 - 431: Menus
421 HOTEL GREAT CENTRAL LONDON menu for April 9th 1900. 1pp thin card, red and black print 

with coat of arms at top. Slight wear to bottom edge.  £10
422 L&YR luncheon menu from the TSS Colleen Bawn on 25th June 1908. Leather bound card 

covers with title and coat of arms in gold on front.  £10
423 GER menu for a private dinner held at the GER Liverpool Street Hotel in May 1920. 1pp thin card 

with company coat of arms at top.  £10
424 GER Printing Office Composing Department programme and menu for the fifth annual dinner 

at the Great Eastern Hotel, Harwich. 4pp thin card with coloured decorative covers opening to 
show travel arrangements and menu. Dated July 1898.  £10

425 LMS - NCC luncheon menu for the opening of the Greenisland Loop Line by the Duke of Abercorn 
on 17th January 1934. 4pp thin card with coat of arms in gold on front, opening to show toast list 
and menu. VGC.  £12

426 LMS Coronation Scot menu. Silver and blue covers showing royal crown, 4pp thin card opening 
to show lunch menu and wine list with loco information on rear. Dated 15th September 1938.  £10

427 GWR Plymouth Car dinner menu dated October 24th 1936. 4pp with advert for Tregenna Castle 
Hotel on front, opening to show wine menu with system map on rear. Folded.  £10

428 LNER menu for the "Northern Belle Dinner and Dance" held at the North British Station Hotel 
Edinburgh on June 24th 1933. 4pp thin card with illustrated covers and coat of arms. VGC.  £10
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429 LNER West Riding Limited menu. Blue artwork covers, 4pp thin card opening to show wine list 
and luncheon menu with timetable on rear cover. Dated September 28th 1937.  £10

430 BR named train wine list from The Royal Duchy express train. 4pp laminated thin card with 
coloured cover design, opening to showing wine list. Print date May 1959.   £10

431 BR named train wine list from The Red Dragon Express. 4pp laminated thin card with dragon 
design on cover, opening to showing wine list. Slight wear.   £10

Lot 432: Bus Timetables and Publicity
432 SHEFFIELD CORPORATION timetable booklet of tram and bus services. Cream covers, 264pp 

dated September 1950.  £5

Lots 433 - 436: Bus and Tram
433 AGNEW W.A. "The Electric Tramcar Handbook". Clothbound hardback covers, 132pp published 

by the Electrical Review Limited in 1920. Spine faded.  £10
434 LONDON TRANSPORT triangular shaped enamel radiator badge. Red, blue and black enamel 

showing bullseye logo. Minor chips around screw holes.  £10
435 PARK ROYAL VEHICLES published paperback book "Public Service Vehicles 1948". 88pp fully 

illustrated guide to vehicles produced by the company.  £10
436 SOUTH WALES TRANSPORT COMPANY double sided letterpress poster as displayed inside 

company vehicles "Abandonment of the Mumbles Railway - Tuesday 5th January 1960" showing 
times of last train and replacement bus service. Minor wear.  £10

Lots 437 - 445: London Transport Maps and Brochures
437 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY pocket map and guide. Fold out type opening to show coloured 

underground map with travel information on rear. Undated, circa 1910s. Some wear and loss at 
folds.  £10

438 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY "Map of Extension Lines into Metro-Land". Double sized coloured 
paper map showing central London and extension to Verney Junction and Brill. Undated, folded, 
probably ex guide book.  £5

439 LONDON TRAMWAYS pocket map and guide dated winter 1922/23.  £5
440 LONDON TRAMWAYS pocket map and guide dated 1930.  £5
441 LCC TRAMS pocket map and guide dated May 1931. Front shows blue and red illustration of 

Greenwich Park. Fold tears, some large.  £5
442 EVENING NEWS published "London Tube Map". Thick card map folding into green cloth covers. 

Opens to show tube map with fares on rear. Circa 1910s.  £10
443 UNDERGROUND "General Strike 1926" pass for a volunteer in the Operating Department for 

use at Elephant & Castle depot. Worn.  £10
444 GEC TRACTION coloured pictorial brochure produced as supplementary information to London 

Transport re potential vehicles for LT. Coloured pictorial card covers, 30+pp dated 1984. Small 
annotation on front cover.  £10

445 LONDON TRANSPORT small sized notice "The Southgate Extension of the Piccadilly Railway 
from Finsbury Park to Cockfosters is now under construction and there will be stations at Manor 
Park, Turnpike Lane, etc". Approx 5" x 5", maroon print. Plus similar in blue print re opening of 
Cockfosters station in June 1953 and change of name for Dover Street and British Museum. 
Punch holes to second item. Issued to be added to station Underground maps. (2)  £10

Lots 446 - 450: Ian Allan ABCs
446 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated 1943. Blue clothbound hardback covers with title in 

gold on front. Worn covers, underlining throughout.  £10
447 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated October 1961. Hardback covers show photo of 

diesels on shed. No underlining.  £10
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448 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated April 1964. Laminated hardback covers show 
photo of 1008 at Penzance station. Good unmarked condition.   £10

449 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. London Transport Railways February 1957, British Bus Fleets West 
of England July 1964, similar Ribble July 1963. Good unmarked condition. (3)  £5

450 Three IAN ALLAN BOOKLETS. British Express Trains No.1 (Western region), 3 (LM region) & 4 
(E & NE regions) published 1959 - 60. (3)  £5

Lots 451 - 456: Badges
451 BR(E) dark blue enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Foreman". Good condition.  

£10
452 BR(S) chrome and green enamel totem type uniform cap badge "Porter". Good condition.  £10
453 COLLECTION of 39 railway union and similar badges circa 1950s - 80s. No duplication. (39)  £10
454 GER hallmarked silver and enamel watch fob type badge. 1" diameter. Front shows coat of arms 

in red, white and blue enamel, rear shows batwing design and "1922". Issued by the company to 
mark the grouping. Small chip to enamel. Contained in original box with manufacturer's backing 
card (JR Gaunt).   £10

455 Four RAILWAY SERVICE WW2 badges. Brass examples from the LMS, LNER, GWR and SR. 
(4)  £10

456 MAIDSTONE & DISTRICT MOTOR SERVICES LTD gilt and enamel uniform cap badge. 2½" x 
1" showing company name against green enamel background. Plus similar with "Driver" in scroll 
above (loss of enamel). Also a Chatham & District uniform button. (3)   £10

Lot 457: Buttons
457 LYNTON AND BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY nickel uniform button showing company initials in 

scrolled style. 13mm diameter. Froggatt 33/9.  £10

Lot 458: Whistles (Staff)
458 THUNDERER type chromed whistle with "LMS" stamped into one side and "Mailpost" into the 

other.   £5

Lots 459 - 460: Horse Brasses
459 GER stud type horsebrass, rectangular shaped with scalloped corners, 3" x 2½".  £10
460 GER stud type horsebrass, rectangular shaped with scalloped corners, 2" x 2½". Smaller version 

of previous lot.  £10

Lots 461 - 462: Medals
461 LNER Great Eastern Amateur Athletics Association enamel and gilt medal awarded in the 

Director's Cup cricket match. Front shows coat of arms in green and white enamel, rear shows 
embossed illustration of cricketer. Good condition.  £10

462 THAMES AND SEVERN CANAL bronze medal dated 1795. Issued to celebrate opening of the 
canal. Front shows sailing boat, reverse shows canal and tunnel.   £10

Lots 463 - 478: Tickets
463 GNR & LNWR five part first class specimen ticket as issued to the touring Australian Cricket 

Team in June 1888 showing journeys to Nottingham, Cambridge and Birmingham.  £10
464 NER third class free pass. Thin card, issued 1878 for use between Percy Main and North Shields.  

£10
465 DEAN & DAWSON TOURS paper ticket for a single journey on the GCR between Leicester 

Central and Manchester. Counterfoil attached, stained at r/h edge.  £5
466 GER Harwich - Parkeston brass Workman's Pass No.148. Plus GER brass tag, 4" x 1" showing 

company name in full and "148". Both in good used condition. (2)  £10
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467 GER Harwich - Parkeston brass Workman's Pass No.472. Circular, 2" diameter, good used 
condition.  £10

468 NBR Border Counties Section paper type "Train Ticket Wark to Wall - Train Staff Following". Pink 
paper, used but undated.  £10

469 GS&WR two part paper ticket for the deposit of luggage at the Luggage Deposit Office, 
Kingsbridge Terminus, Dublin. Unused.  £10

470 GWR AIR SERVICES (by arrangement with Imperial Airways Ltd) paper ticket for use between 
Cardiff General Station (Cardiff Air Port) and Torquay or Teignmouth (Haldon Aerodrome). 
Undated, unused.  £5

471 FESTINIOG RAILWAY first class free pass. Oval shape, leather covers with title in gold on front. 
Issued 1910.  £10

472 BRIGHTON RAILWAY wallet type pocket book "Continental Tickets". Blue clothbound covers 
with title in gold on front. Contains information booklet but no tickets. Plus similar from Cook's 
(x2) and Polythechnic Tours. (4)  £10

473 SR second class season ticket for use between London termini and Bromley. Brown and blue 
leather backed, issued 1923. Owners name removed.  £10

474 Twelve GWR seat or restaurant car reservation tickets including one from Kingsbridge and a 
Limited Express down to Exeter dated 1910. (12)  £10

475 24 MIDLAND METRO machine issue card tickets from the 24 different stations. Possibly opening 
day issues.  £6

476 APPROX 100 BR tickets. Edmondson and machine types including platforms. (Qty)  £10
477 Small quantity of BR card tickets plus a few wagon labels and a BR(S) ticket printing block. (Qty)  

£5
478 Quantity of tickets including whole and half Edmondson and card types. Mostly BR. (Qty)  £10

Lots 479 - 500: Luggage Labels
Luggage labels type codes, where quoted, are taken from the Railway Print Society publication "Pre-

Grouping Luggage Labels" which we gratefully acknowledge.
479 GWR pictorial luggage label "The Torbay Limited". 4" x 2¾", orange, yellow and black showing 

train and palm trees, resembling a large postage stamp.  £10
480 NER oval shaped luggage label "Luggage for Zeebrugge Steamer via Riverside Quay, Hull. 

NER". Pink and black print.  £10
481 BR circular pictorial luggage label "The Norfolkman" to Norwich Thorpe. Green, yellow and black 

colour showing A3 loco and train.  £10
482 BR circular pictorial luggage label "The Norfolkman" to Sheringham. Green, yellow and black 

colour showing A3 loco and train.  £10
483 BR circular pictorial luggage label "Royal Mail Route" Harwich - Hook of Holland Night Service. 

Dark blue and black showing loco and ship. Back damage and edge tear.  £5
484 BR pictorial circular luggage label for "The Northumbrian" to Grantham. Blue and brown colour 

showing A3 loco and train.  £5
485 BR pictorial circular luggage label for "The Northumbrian" to Darlington. Blue and brown colour 

showing A3 loco and train. Vertical crease.   £5
486 Three BR pictorial circular luggage labels for "The Fenman" to Bury St.Edmunds, Newmarket, 

Ely. Light blue and orange colour showing A3 loco and train. Last example poor. (3)   £10
487 LNER rectangular shaped pictorial luggage label from "The Flying Scotsman" to Perth. Pink, 

turquoise and black coloured showing side view of the loco.   £10
488 LNER tie on circular pictorial luggage label "Cruise of the Northern Belle June 1937" amended to 

show dates for 1938. Slightly smaller than usual LNER pictorial labels, blue, magenta and black 
print showing A3 loco and train with mountains in background. Unused, creased.  £10
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489 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "Royal Station Hotel York" in green and brown with 
illustration of the hotel in centre.   £10

490 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "The Queen of Scots" to Leeds Central. Yellow, green and 
black colour showing A3 loco and train.  £10

491 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "Royal Mail Route Harwich - Hook of Holland Nightly 
Service". Gold, turquoise and black showing loco and ship.  £10

492 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "The Yorkshire Pullman" to Harrogate. Orange, turquoise 
and black colour showing A3 loco and train. Small faults to top edge.  £10

493 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "The Flying Scotsman" to London King's Cross. Red, black 
and blue showing A4 loco and train. Plus similar for "The Silver Jubilee" to London King's Cross. 
Blue, black and silver showing Silver Link loco. (2)  £5

494 Three LNER red, black and gold circular coloured pictorial luggage labels for the Flying 
Scotsman. Destinations Dundee, Perth, London King's Cross. (3)  £5

495 LNER pictorial circular luggage label "The Coronation" to Newcastle Central in orange, turquoise 
and black with image of A4 loco Dominion of Canada. Plus LNER red, black and gold circular 
coloured pictorial luggage label for the Flying Scotsman train to Dundee. (2)   £10

496 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "The Flying Scotsman" to Berwick. Red, black and blue 
showing A4 loco and train. Plus similar to London King's Cross. (2)  £5

497 ISLE OF WIGHT CENTRAL RAILWAY luggage railway "Newport to Kensington" printed on blue 
paper. Hinge mark on rear.   £10

498 Two ISLE OF WIGHT RAILWAY luggage labels "To Newport via Sandown Junction" and "To 
St.Helen's via Brading Junction". (2)  £10

499 GREAT CENTRAL AND GREAT NORTHERN JOINT RAILWAYS luggage label Southport. Red 
print.  £10

500 VALE OF NEATH RAILWAY luggage label "Hirwain to Aberdylais".  £10

Lots 501 - 636: Small Hardware Items
 

501 A cast iron sign, WESTWARD RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL, bridge weight, 1905. 20"x14¾", 
unrestored.

502 A signal box name board, NANTWICH MARKET DRAYTON JUNCTION. Length 129½", some 
replacement beading, original condition.

503 A signal box name board, BEDFORD, L.N.W. JUNCTION. Length 133½", original condition.
504 A GNSR running in board, CRATHES, 112"x23".
505 A GWR wooden station sign, BOOK FOR WELLINGTON & SHREWSBURY THIS SIDE, ETC. 

74"x48".
506 A BR(W) enamel running in board, MORFA MAWDDACH, two sections, 229"x24".
507 An NER Warehouse cast iron sign, 36½"x23", unrestored.
508 A GWR tie bar plate, 25"x14½".
509 A Manchester South Junction and Altrincham Railway mile post, L.R. 17¾", (London Road), 

height 36".
510 An LNWR cast iron SV plate Loco Shed, Shunters Cabin, Cottages, 40"x28", front repainted.
511 A Wrexham, Mold and Connahs Quay boundary post, height 37¾".
512 An LNWR oval top boundary post, height 42½".

Please Note:
Lots 501-526 will not be displayed at Stoneleigh due to their size or weight. Successful bidders 

must collect these from Woodford Halse within 28 days of close of sale. 
For security reasons, small items of railwayana, ephemera, labels, postcards, photographs and 

negatives may only be viewed under the supervision of the stewards on viewing day at Stoneleigh.
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513 A North Wales and Liverpool Railway boundary post, height 30".
514 A North Eastern Railway cast iron coat of arms from a spandrel in the roof of York station, double 

sided.
515 An LNWR coat of arms from the roof of Leeds station, double sided.
516 An LNWR double disc ground signal, introduced in 1915, with Furness Railway balance weights. 

Complete and in working order.
517 An early LNWR rotating ground disc signal as introduced in 1881, with BR(M) lamp case. 

Complete and working.
518 A GER Home Signal, 6'6" wooden post with all fittings (non original down rod), signal is 

dismantled into component parts.
519 An NER Zero post with plate, A Lp. Height 51".
520 A GWR No 1 lamp column, height 95" with copper lamp top and frog, (16" of which is underground 

or within frog).
521 A GWR Independent Ground Disc Signal, the earliest pattern. Buyer collects from Trowbridge. 
522 A BR(E) enamel sign, BRITISH RAILWAYS, WICKFORD STATION, (f/f) 54"x36", a few small 

face chips.
523 The following four lots comprise of Caledonian Railway cast iron balustrades from Edinburgh 

Princes Street station. Each lot has one large section (as shown) with CR monogram and thistles 
on top, 59"x29½". This lot also includes two side sections with lion, crown and sceptres, each 
38"x19½", one with top detached and a little loss. (3)

524 One large section, 59"x29½", also two side sections with lions, 24"x19½". (3)
525 One large section, 59"x29½", also two side sections with lions, 24"x19½". (3)
526 One large section only, 59"x29½".
527 A GNR block bell with plate, COLSTERWORTH, original condition.
528 An LNER cast iron door plate, BOOKING OFFICE, repainted.
529 A Rhymney Railway guards whistle R R, P. WAY 99, on side.
530 A worksplate GM LOCOMOTIVE GROUP 968702-179, 11-99 from Class 66 66179. New to 

Toton in 1999 and currently working in France.
531 A single line key token, TOWYN-BARMOUTH SOUTH, (alloy).
532 A single line key token, HARLECH-BARMOUTH, (alloy).
533 An underground cab plate, GLOUCESTER ROAD-PARSONS GREEN, enamel, steel ends, 

white/blue, 28½".
534 A GWR cabside numberplate, 6353, from a 43XX Class 2-6-0 built at Swindon in September 

1923. Allocated to Cardiff Canton by January 1948, it moved in January 1958 to Gloucester and 
later sheds included Oxley, Machynlleth and Westbury from where it was withdrawn on 24 May 
1963 and taken for scrap by Cashmores at Newport on 17 June 1964. Cast iron, repainted.

535 An LSWR Orphanage Cup Winners badge, hallmarked silver and enamel, 1¼"x1".
536 An SR telephone circuit card Exeter Central and Meldon ARP Emergency Repair Depot. Approx 

6¾"x5¾". Frame stamped SWR on rear.
537 A GER silver plated dish, with inset draining tray, GER and bats wing on each side, 7" diameter.
538 A (GWR) cabside numberplate 9483 from a 9400 Class 0-6-0PT built by Robert Stephenson & 

Hawthorns, Works No 7634, in October 1952. Allocated new to Duffryn Yard from where it was 
withdrawn in July 1963 ant cut up at Swindon Works. Brass, front repainted.

539 A single line key token, CRAIGENDORAN-GARELOCHEAD, (brass).
540 A single line key token, DINGWALL-INVERGORDON, (brass).
541 A London & North Western Railway, Crewe Works, Visitors Ticket No.7, circular 1½".
542 A cash bag plate, G.W.R. GOTHERINGTON, brass on leather boss, 3"x1½".
543 A GNSR guards whistle, G. Auld, Maker Glasgow, GNSR each side.
544 An NER Refreshment Rooms, Middlesborough, vegetable dish. 10"x7¼".
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545 An original painting, SAR 25NC, 3404, by Norman Elford. 21"x14", mounted and framed 
24"x22½".

546 A South African Railways cabside numberplate, 3742, from a 3ft 6ins gauge Class S2 0-8-0 built 
by Krupp, Works No 3007, in 1952. The Class was specifically designed for working on lightly 
laid harbour track. All were withdrawn by 1983. Cast brass, 20¾"x14½", in ex loco condition.

547 A key with brass tag Palmers Green Up Dist Sig Fogging Machine, tag 3½".
548 A Caledonian Railway lavatory roll holder, brass plate C.R., with hands, 5".
549 A cash bag, LNER, Saxham and Newmarket.
550 A GWR Drawing Office cast iron paperweight, 4"x2½".
551 A boxed medallion, South Eastern Railway Jubilee 1836-1886 and Victoria 1837-1887, bronzed, 

ribbon.
552 A GWR framed phone circuit card, Laira Loco-Long Rock.
553 A wooden ground frame notice, LANCASTER DOWN PLATFORM FRAME, cast letters, 48"x12", 

unrestored.
554 A worksplate, AVELING & PORTER, ROCHESTER, 11849, Cast brass, 8"x5½", + Aveling 

Barford AE556, Ex North Devon Road Roller. Cast brass 9"x6", both ex loco. (2)
555 A registration plate, WARWICKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL No. 151, 26 June 1918, brass 

7¼"x4¼", one corner repaired.
556 An illuminated address to Joseph Layton, Station Master, West Norwood 1918, (48 passengers 

presented twenty guineas) framed, 13¾"x17".
557 A Brighton Station destination plate, LIVERPOOL, enamel, 12"x1½".
558 An LSWR cast iron signal box door notice, 13"x7", unrestored.
559 A GNR wooden police truncheon, GNR 121 on side.
560 A traction engine/roller plate, CLEE HILL TRANSPORT & ROLLING Co, CLEE HILL, LUDLOW 

No. 17. Cast brass, 14½"x4¾".
561 An LNER cast iron door plate, PORTERS, repainted.
562 A cash bag plate, LMS MANGOTSFIELD COA, brass 3"x1".
563 A cash bag plate, N.E.R. USHAW MOOR, (Co Durham Station).
564 A ground frame key, BRENT G.F. KEY A, brass.
565 A nameplate, WOOLLAS HALL, from a GWR 4900 Hall Class 4-6-0 No 5965 built at Swindon 

in August 1936 and named after a country house near Pershore. Allocated to Gloucester by 
January 1948, it then had a lengthy spell at Oxford, finishing its days at Oxley and Tyseley from 
where it was withdrawn in the week ending 7 July 1962 and sold for scrap to Cashmores at Great 
Bridge. We are happy to accept entries for our next auction in payment for nameplates, or will 
consider offers of railwayana on behalf of the vendor. Phone us to discuss.

566 A GWR cabside numberplate, 5965, from WOOLLAS HALL. (See previous Lot for loco history). 
567 An underground cab plate, BOW ROAD-HOUNSLOW, enamel, brass ends, white/black, length 

28½".
568 An enamel staff instrument plate, PORTARLINGTON GSR, 5"x3".
569 A brass lever description plate, HOME FROM MACROOM, 3"x1".
570 A single line tablet, WESTERFIELD-DERBY ROAD, (fibre) with carrier.
571 Lever plates ex Barnstaple Jct, including Fremington Inner Home. (3)
572 A GER Hotel Harwich salad serving fork, length 10".
573 A GER pressure gauge, initials on face, 4" diameter.
574 An LNER cast iron door plate, LAMPS, repainted.
575 An LNER cast iron door plate, GOODS OFFICE, repainted.
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576 A nameplate, E. TOOTAL BROADHURST, from the LMS Patriot Class 4-6-0 No 5935 built at 
Derby in 1933 and named after a former Director of the LNWR. The nameplates were fitted 
to sister engine 5916 in March 1933 and transferred to 5935 early in 1937. No 5935 was 
renumbered 5534, becoming BR 45534, and rebuilt in 1948. Allocated new to Holbeck in April 
1933, withdrawn from Crewe North in May 1964 and cut up at Crewe Works by 26 June 1964. 
Cast brass, 48½" long. We are happy to accept entries for our next auction in payment for 
nameplates, or will consider offers of railwayana on behalf of the vendor. Phone us to discuss.

577 A GWR Provident Society Certificate, 1877, damaged and professionally mounted, detail 
complete, 16"x20½".

578 BR(W) ivorine shelf plates, NORTH FITZWARREN JUNCTION, BURLESCOMBE, 4½"x1½", 
damage to latter. (2)

579 A large train staff, MANULLA JUNC-CASTLEBAR, from the Dublin to Westport route.
580 A large train staff, BAGNALSTOWN-PALACE EAST, from the Great Southern and Western 

Railway's Kildare to Palace route.
581 A GNR medal, GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY PRIZE ESSAY, coat of arms, anvil and wheel/

locomotive and Roman god Mercury. 2" diameter, boxed.
582 A large train staff, FOYNES JUNCTION, the other plate absent.
583 A GWR roundel milk jug, height 4".
584 A GCR, Car No. 1608, meat dish, coat of arms, 11¾"x9".
585 A Darlington Wagon Company plate, circular, 7", front repainted.
586 An L&YR ceramic tea pot stand, full title and coat of arms, 5¾" diameter, a hairline crack.
587 An LNER Keswickware ashtray, base marked, Ashtray Property of LNER, 4½" square.
588 A coach plate, Passengers Are Not Allowed To Stand On The Platform. Ex gated coach. Brass, 

14½"x3".
589 A Furness Railway star wagonplate, F R Co, 1112A, JUNE 1916, 6½"x7½", unrestored.
590 An LMS lever plate, STAPLE HILL UP INTER BLOCK DISTANT SIGNAL, alloy 4"x5", (ex 

Fishponds).
591 A large train staff, ATHENRY-ARDRAHAN, from the Waterford, Limerick and Western Railway's 

route between Limerick and Collooney.
592 An NER directors pass, Mr J.W. BULLEN, with silver band and ring, 1" diameter.
593 A GER brass table lamp, brass plate, CHANTRY, a box in Ipswich, with burner and chimney.
594 A double arrows emblem, ex 33 025, SULTAN, length 27½", ex loco.
595 A cash bag, BR, LONG SUTTON, (M&GN Line), with LNER brass tag.
596 A cash bag, LMSR, AYR GOODS, with LNWR padlock.
597 A tinplate wagonplate, WEST SHARLSTON COLLIERY, GNR, 6¾"x4½", a few face marks.
598 GNR and LNER key tags for Great Northern Hotel, Kings Cross, each 4¾" long, white metal. (2)
599 A shedplate, 89D Oswestry (September 1960 to September 1963). The front repainted.
600 An enamel destination plate, SURBITON, ex Waterloo departure board. Length 17½".
601 A GER 8" dial office clock, cast bezel, clockwork mechanism, GER 4310 on face, rear instruction 

label marked Police Office Parkeston, lacks glass.
602 A German locomotive numberplate, 99 1789-9, alloy numbers on steel, 33"x8" + Deutsche 

Reichsbahn plate. Ex loco.
603 A German locomotive numberplate, 99 586, cast iron, 23"x7½", ex loco.
604 A shedplate, 12A Kingmoor, front repainted.
605 A shedplate, 30A Stratford, repainted.
606 A shedplate, 51L Thornaby, repainted.
607 A shedplate 70D Basingstoke, front repainted.
608 A Bulgarian Railway locomotive crest, 10½"x12", with date 9-9-1944 at base, cast alloy, front 

repainted.
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609 An enamel sign, CRYSTAL PALACE, within a wooden frame, 22"x6", some restoration.
610 A LNER Dining Car tablecloth, the full coat of arms woven into the linen, 60"x40".
611 A miniature railway loco nameplate, PRINCESS MARINA, brass letters on brass backplate. 

Length 23½", depth 3", unrestored.
612 A destination plate from the Brighton indicator, LEEDS, enamel, length 12".
613 A destination plate from the Brighton indicator, LEICESTER, enamel, length 12". 
614 A Rail Tour headboard, The Hampshire Branch Lines Rail Tour, (9/4/67) with tour details, Ten 

Locos inc Bulleids USA Tanks, etc, metal with bracket, 35½"x23½", original condition.
615 An S&D Joint phone circuit framed notice, Highbridge Loco, B.O. Bason Bge, Edington Jct, 

Cossington, Bridgwater, 1930, 4¼"x5".
616 A brass seal, LMS KINGENNIE, height 3¾".
617 A key token, NEWQUAY-ST DENNIS JUNCTION, (alloy).
618 A slate brewery advertising sign, INDE COOPE, BURTON & ROMFORD, 12"X25".
619 A wagonplate, Bristol Wagon and Carriage Works, 1892, 10¾"x5", original condition.
620 A miniature train staff, WATERFORD WEST-KILMEADEN, (alloy), from the Waterford, Dungarvon 

and Lismore Railway's route to Fermoy.
621 A miniature train staff, KILLONAN JC-DROMKEEN, (alloy), from the Waterford, Limerick and 

Western Railway's Limerick to Limerick Junction section.
622 A miniature train staff, SLIGO-BALLYMOTE, (alloy), from the Midland Great Western Railway's 

Sligo to Mullingar route.
623 A large train staff, KILLYLEA-TYNAN, from the Great Northern Railway's Armagh to Clones 

route.
624 A large train staff, CROSSDONEY JCT-BALLYWILLAN, from the Midland Great Western 

Railway's Cavan to Inny Junction route.
625 A silver plated sugar and milk set, STATION HOTEL, WICK. Height 8¼".
626 A wagonplate, Steetley Lime & Basic Co Worksop Notts, No 577, 13"x8", front repainted.
627 A wagonplate, Moys Wagon Co. Peterborough, 9¾"x6½", front repainted, a 1" hole filled on the 

first 'S', some border wasting.
628 A wagonplate, Lever Bros, Port Sunlight, No 471, 12¾"x6½", front repainted.
629 A Belfast and Northern Counties wagon plate, BNCR 995, 13¾"x6¾", front repainted.
630 A wagonplate, Bristol & South Wales 15146, 9¼"x6¾", front repainted.
631 A wagonplate, Burnyeat Brown, Docks Cardiff, Repairs Treorchy Glam. 9¾"x5½", front repainted.
632 A wagonplate, Principality Wagon Co, Ferry Road, Cardiff. 10¼"x3¾", front repainted.
633 A wagonplate, Lincoln Wagon & Engine Co, 18665, 11¼"x6½", front repainted.
634 A wagonplate, Thomas Hunter, Builders, 1924, Rugby, 9"x5½", front repainted.
635 A GER coach plate, GER DUAL, STRATFORD WORKS + GER MAKERS 1884, each 9"x7", 

repainted. (2)
636 A New Zealand Government Railway carriage notice. Enamel, 8"x5", edge chips, surface marks.

Lots 637 - 681: Luggage Labels
637 CARDIFF RAILWAY type C31 luggage label to Rhydyfelin. Small tear and nick top edge.   £10
638 PLYMOUTH DEVONPORT & SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY (Bere Alston and E Cornwall Line) 

type P12 luggage label to St Budeaux.  £10
639 Four SOUTH WALES RAILWAY type S91 luggage labels. Johnston to Pembury, Chepstow to 

Ferryside, Chepstow to Mlford Hvn, Chepstow to Pencoed. (4)  £10
640 BELFAST & BALLYMENA RAILWAY luggage label "For Dunadry". Creased.  £10
641 12 GW & L&NW Ry G105/106 type luggage labels including Dinmore, Liverpool Landing Stage, 

Woofferton, Ford Bridge, Marsh Brook, etc. No duplication. (12)  £10
642 NORTH LONDON RAILWAY. Approx 19 NLR luggage labels. No duplication. (19)  £5
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643 LYNTON & BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY type L133 luggage label on pink paper to Bournemouth 
West via Templecombe & Broadstone.  £10

644 INVERNESS & PERTH AND INVERNESS & ABERDEEN JUNCTION RAILWAYS type I31 
luggage label to Dunphail on yellow paper. Plus Inverness and Aberdeen Junction Railway type 
I22 label to Kinloss. (2)  £10

645 SOMERSET & DORSET JOINT LINE luggage labels. S54 type to Radstock and York via Bath, 
23 S55 and S56 types. No duplication. (24)  £10

646 LANCASHIRE DERBYSHIRE & EAST COAST RAILWAY "Dukeries Route" type L11 luggage 
label "Nottingham Mid via Shirebrook".  £10

647 MET & GC JOINT LINE luggage labels including 30 Metropolitan Railway, 10 Met & GC and 10 
GW & GC luggage labels. No apparent duplication. (50)  £10

648 Seven MARYPORT & CARLISLE RAILWAY type M31 and M32 luggage labels including 
Annan, Barry Docks, Belfast, Cockermouth (small corner loss), Bassenthwaite Lake, Keswick, 
Birmingham. (7)  £10

649 NEATH & BRECON RAILWAY type N1 luggage label Ystradgynlais.  £10
650 Thirteen MSJ&AR type M21 to M24 luggage labels. All different, condition varies. (13)  £10
651 Approx 120 BARRY RAILWAY luggage labels to destinations on and off the system. No apparent 

duplication. (Qty)  £10
652 Approx 50 BRISTOL & EXETER RAILWAY type B31(i) and B31(ii) luggage labels. All different. 

(50)  £10
653 BRECON & MERTHYR RAILWAY type B21, B22 and B23 luggage labels. B21 Aberdovey, B22 

Glasbury, Llangammarch, B23 Cefn, Brecon, Cardiff. (6)  £10
654 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 80 MR luggage labels. Various types on white or purple coloured 

paper. No apparent duplication.  £10
655 MIDLAND & SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY. Approx 30 luggage labels and 1 parcel 

label. Luggage labels mostly to 'foreign' destinations. No apparent duplication. (31)  £10
656 Nine L&YR L21 luggage labels on coloured or part coloured paper from Rainford Junction. 

No duplication, faults to some. Plus two L29 for passenger's luggage to IOM destinations via 
Fleetwood to Ramsey and Douglas with red cross. (11)  £10

657 Approx 130 L&YR luggage labels in L23, 25 & 26 styles. No apparent duplication. (Qty)  £10
658 Eight MIDLAND RAILWAY (LONDON TILBURY AND SOUTHEND SECTION) type L105 luggage 

labels on blue paper. Most a little faded. One duplicate.  £10
659 Approx 200 MIDLAND RAILWAY luggage labels. Various types, all on lilac or purple coloured 

paper. No apparent duplication. (Qty)  £10
660 GER. Album containing approx 350 G33 type luggage labels. No apparent duplication. Plus 

approx 38 routing labels, many on coloured paper. (Qty)  £10
661 GN&GE Joint Committee type G61 luggage label to Pinchbeck. Plus 25 GN&GE Joint Committee 

type G62 luggage labels. No duplication. (26)  £10
662 Two GWR type G71 luggage labels Steventon to Kintbury and Steventon to Brimscom. (2)  £10
663 EARLY GWR. Four type G76 luggage labels on green paper from Tram Inn to blank via 

Weymouth with figure 1, 4, 7 or 9 at centre. (4)  £10
664 GWR. Three type G74 luggage labels on blue paper, all from Paddington to Ll'mynech, Newtown, 

Rossett. (3)  £10
665 Approx 34 GWR type G72 luggage labels, all from Oxford. No duplication. (34)  £10
666 ALBUM containing approx 350 GWR G77 luggage labels beginning with the letter S or T. Some 

duplication. (Qty)  £10
667 ALBUM containing approx 420 LBSCR L41 type luggage labels. All on white paper with a variety 

of issuing stations. No apparent duplication. (Qty)  £10
668 Approx 300 LBSCR luggage labels. Various types including examples on coloured paper. No 

apparent duplication. (300)  £10
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669 LSWR. Approx 300 LSWR luggage labels, many from Waterloo, several on coloured paper. No 
apparent duplication. (300)  £10

670 GWR. Approx 120 G82 type luggage labels to Irish destinations via Fishguard & Rosslare, each 
in green print within an oblong, square, circle or diamond shape. No apparent duplication. (120)  
£10

671 GWR. Approx 215 GWR and constituent company luggage labels including Barry Railway, 
Cambrian Railway, B&ER, Cornwall Railway, M&SWJR, Severn & Wye Joint, Somerset & 
Dorset, SWR, SDR, TVR, WCR. No apparent duplication. (215)  £10

672 GWR. Approx 400 GWR G77 type luggage labels beginning with letters A - C. No apparent 
duplication. (Qty)  £10

673 ALBUM containing approx 450 GWR G77 luggage labels beginning with the letters B to D. Some 
duplication. (Qty)  £10

674 ALBUM containing approx 700 GWR G77 luggage labels beginning with the letters D to M. 
Some duplication. (Qty)  £10

675 ALBUM containing approx 780 GWR G77 luggage labels beginning with the letters M to S. Some 
duplication. (Qty)  £10

676 GWR. Approx 44 GWR parcels labels for a variety of routes, many on pink coloured paper. No 
apparent duplication. (44)  £5

677 ALBUM containing approx 780 SR luggage labels. Various transitional styles, no apparent 
duplication except to show differing typefaces and print dates. Includes a few routing labels. 
(Qty)  £10

678 IRELAND. Approx 50 luggage labels from Irish companies including 3 B&NCR "Short Sea 
Passage Labels", 11 C&LR, 6 D&SER, 7 MGWR, 21 MR-NCC (for destinations in England & 
Scotland), 2 Northern Railway. No duplication. (50)  £10

679 APPROX 46 East Anglia area luggage labels including 40 GER, 5 Colne Valley Railway, 1 
Southwold Railway. No apparent duplication. (46)  £10

680 END OF COLLECTION selection of luggage labels including LBSCR, LSWR, MR, BR, LNWR, 
GNR, etc. (Qty)  £10

681 FOLDER containing approx 220 luggage labels and a few items of paperwork. Companies 
include GWR, SR, LSWR, etc. No apparent duplication.  £5

Lots 682 - 683: Parcel and Letter Stamps
682 L&YR. Six 2d (overstamped threepence) letter stamps plus a similar 3d example. Also 18 parcel 

or newspaper stamps in various values and designs. Most used.  £10
683 APPROX 14 parcel stamps including examples from L&YR, GWR, GCR, NER, Met & District. 

Condition varies, some poor. Includes GWR Refreshment Department soda bottle label and a 
NBR Hotels & Refreshment Rooms package label. (14)  £10

Lots 684 - 686: Wagon Labels
684 APPROX 30 wagon labels. Mostly pre grouping companies including several Scottish. Most 

used. (30)  £10
685 APPROX 55 mostly pre grouping wagon labels with examples from NBR, G&SWR, MR, LBSCR, 

LNWR, D&AJR, L&YR, SER, CR, NER, Furness. Plus a few luggage and miscellaneous labels. 
(Qty)  £10

686 APPROX 93 wagon labels with examples from LBSCR, East and West Junction Railway, Hull 
& Barnsley, D&AJR, HR, BR, SR, LNER, GWR, K&ESR. Most unused, occasional duplication. 
(Qty)  £10
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Lots 687 - 738: Postcards
Reference numbers quoted for railway official postcards are from "The Official Railway Postcard Book" 

by John Alsop which we gratefully acknowledge.
687 CHESHIRE LINES RAILWAY official card with correspondence overprint "Hotel Sefton, Douglas 

IOM" (CLC026) showing real photo view in white frame. Not postally used.  £10
688 CHESHIRE LINES RAILWAY correspondence card "Knutsford, Cheshire" (CLC005) showing 

B&W view. Postally used 1914.  £10
689 CHESHIRE LINES RAILWAY correspondence card "Chester Cathedral" (CLC002) showing 

B&W view. Not postally used.  £10
690 CHESHIRE LINES RAILWAY correspondence card "Ecclestone Ferry, River Dee Chester" 

(CLC003-B) showing blue coloured view. Postally used 1912.  £10
691 NER panorama view card "No.6 - Bridlington" (NE006). Postally used 1904.  £10
692 NER panorama view card "No.8 - Bridlington" (NE008). Not postally used.  £10
693 UNDERGROUND AND LONDON ELECTRIC RAILWAY poster map type official card 

"Hampstead" showing coloured views of famous people (UDG001). Not postally used, slight 
creasing.  £10

694 UNDERGROUND AND LONDON ELECTRIC RAILWAY poster map type official card "East 
London" showing coloured views of landmarks (UDG006). Not postally used, good condition.  
£10

695 CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY official card "Quickest Way to Exhibition by Tube" (CLR019). 
Complete with pull out section with map of the line and photos of each station. Printed by HG 
Ltd. Used, corner creasing.  £10

696 CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY official photographic card showing entrance to Post Office 
station (CLR025). Not postally used.  £10

697 DISTRICT RAILWAY intermediate sized early official card "Houses of Parliament, Westminster" 
(DIST828) showing brown print view. Postally used 1900.  £10

698 DISTRICT RAILWAY court sized early official card "Westminster Abbey" (DIST819) showing 
brown print view. Postally used 1899.  £10

699 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official poster card "Underground Metropolitan & District Railways 
Inner Circle Link" (MET037) showing yellow and black map. Used, horizontal crease.  £10

700 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY set 1 official cards (MET001 - 006). "Old School, Harrow", "Byron's 
Tomb, Harrow Church", "Near Eastcote Station", "The Pin at Eastcote", "Northolt Church", 
"Ruislip Village". Most postally used. (6)  £10

701 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY set 2 official cards (MET007 - 012). "Interior Ruislip Church", 
"Manor Farm near Ickenham", "High Street Uxbridge", "Mill, Uxbridge", "River Colne, Uxbridge", 
"Panelled Room, Treaty House, Uxbridge". Most postally used. (6)  £10

702 SOUTH EASTERN & CHATHAM RAILWAY official correspondence card "Arrival of Princess 
Alexandra of Denmark With Prince of Wales at Bricklayers Arms, March 7th 1863" (SE058). Not 
postally used.  £10

703 SOUTH EASTERN & CHATHAM & DOVER RAILWAYS official card "The Lees, Folkestone" 
(SE234). Scrolled title, B&W vignette, printed by PPC, UB, postally used 1900.  £10

704 SECR official map card "The Connecting Link Between London and the Beautiful Seaside 
Resorts of the South and South East Coasts" (SE075). Not postally used, slight vertical crease.  
£10

705 SECR official Boulogne cross channel series card "Les Steamers des Ligne: Folkestone, 
Londres et Goole" (SE103F). Not postally used.  £8

706 SECR correspondence card "The Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells" (SE052) showing B&W view. 
Postally used 1904.  £10

707 LSWR early official card by the Picture Postcard Company "St.James's Palace" (LSW870). 
Sepia vignette. UB. Postally used 1902.  £10
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708 LSWR early official card by the Picture Postcard Company "Regents Street" (LSW867). Sepia 
vignette. UB. Not postally used, minor wear to edges.  £10

709 LSWR early official card by the Picture Postcard Company "Hyde Park Corner" (LSW860). Sepia 
vignette. UB. Postally used 1902.  £10

710 INVERGARRY & FORT AUGUSTUS RAILWAY official card "Last of the Crofts, Fort Augustus" 
(HR559). Postally used 1913.  £16

711 DUMBARTON & BALLOCH JOINT LINE COMMITTEE official cards. "Inversnaid Falls" (DBJ005) 
and "Luss Village from Steamer, Loch Lomond" (DBJ009). Not postally used. (2)  £10

712 GLASGOW & SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY official poster card "Ayrshire Seaboard and Land o' 
Burns Glasgow - Ayr in 50 minutes" (GSW070 ). Unused, one small corner crease.  £10

713 GER official card "The Lounge Liverpool Street Hotel, London EC" (GE351) showing coloured 
view. Postally used 1911.  £8

714 GER official real photo card "Cambridge Lounge - Liverpool Street Hotel" (GE339A). Postally 
used 1912. Faded.  £8

715 GWR official correspondence card "The Wye Symonds Yat" (GW481-5). Postally used 1916.  £8
716 SR correspondence card "Royal Tunbridge Wells - where Beau Nash reigned" (SR056) showing 

B&W view. Postally used 1939, horizontal crease.   £10
717 SR official card "Turbine Steamer Newhaven" (SR043-1) showing B&W view of ship with text in 

English. Postally used 1924.  £10
718 SR official card "Le Paris" (SR044-A) showing B&W view of ship with text in French. Postally 

used, stamp removed.  £10
719 Six SR Leonard Richmond oversized Hampshire Series official cards. "Bournemouth from 

Durley Chine" (SR074), "Brockenhurst, Hampshire" (SR075), "Christchurch Priory, Hampshire" 
(SR076), "In the New Forest near Ringwood" (SR077), "Lymington, Hampshire" (SR078), "View 
from Picket Post near Ringwood" (SR080). All unused. (6)  £10

720 GNR(I) official hotel card "Warren Point Hotel & Carlingford Lough" (GNI038) showing half tone 
pictures in decorative frame. Not postally used.   £10

721 DUBLIN, WICKLOW AND WEXFORD RAILWAY correspondence card "View of Glendalough" 
(DWW007) showing B&W view. Postally used 1906.  £10

722 KENT & EAST SUSSEX RAILWAY set of six official postcards showing views on the company 
system (KES001-6). Most not postally used, slight wear to some. (6)  £10

723 Four MERSEY RAILWAY official cards. "Interior of Electric Train on the Mersey Railway" 
(MER004), "A Lift on the Mersey Railway" (MER005), "A Electric Train on the Mersey Railway" 
(MER006), "Birkenhead. Booking Hall Hamilton Square Station" (MER008). Most not postally 
used. (4)  £10

724 Six MANX ELECTRIC RAILWAY official cards from series 3 with white frame and grey seal. 
"Bungalow Station" (MAN077), "Hotel, Summit of Snaefell (2034 feet above sea level)" 
(MAN078A), "Olt Entrance Tholt-e-Will, Sulby Glen" (MAN079), "Tea Gardens" (MAN080), "The 
Salmon Pool" (MAN082), "Tholt-e-Will Bridge Sulby Glen" (MAN083). Most unused. Minor faults 
to some. (6)  £10

725 REAL PHOTO postcard showing platform view of "Radlett - Midland Station". No publisher 
mentioned. Not postally used.  £10

726 COMMERCIAL POSTCARD showing B&W platform view of "Crouch End Station". Published by 
Charles Martin. Not postally used.  £10

727 COMMERCIAL POSTCARD showing B&W platform view of "The Station, Ayot". Published by 
Alpha St.Albans. Not postally used.  £10

728 COMMERCIAL POSTCARD showing coloured platform view of "Bricket Wood Station". No 
publisher mentioned. Postally used 1909. Vertical crease.  £5

729 COMMERCIAL POSTCARD showing sepia coloured platform view of "Elstree Station, M.Rly". 
No publisher mentioned. Not postally used.  £10
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730 COMMERCIAL POSTCARD showing coloured platform view of "Christchurch Railway Station". 
Published by Welch & Son. Postally used 1907, corner creasing.  £5

731 COMMERCIAL POSTCARD showing B&W platform view of "Railway Station, Pill". Published by 
Blyth, Bristol. Postally used 1907.  £10

732 APPROX 30 commercial cards in the "Expresses of the World" series published by HM & Co 
showing coloured scenic railway views. Some duplication. Many used in the 1900s. (30)  £10

733 APPROX 150 colour postcards mostly showing loco views published by LPC and Alpha. (Qty)  
£10

734 APPROX 150 colour postcards mostly showing loco views published by LPC and Alpha. (Qty)  
£10

735 Approx 100 COMMERCIAL CARDS showing coloured views of pre grouping locos. Most 
published by Tuck's. Faults to a few. (100)  £10

736 Approx 100 COMMERCIAL CARDS showing coloured views of pre grouping, pre nat and 
overseas locos. Publishers include Tuck's and Valentine. Faults to a few. (100)  £10

737 APPROX 80 commercial and official colour postcards showing loco, station and scenic views. 
Officials include LNWR, SECR and GER. Reasonable condition. (Qty)  £10

738 ALBUM containing approx 130 Manx Electric Railway official cards. No apparent duplication.  
£10

Lots 739 - 811: Photographs
739 STATIONS. Approx 100 postcard sized B&W photos showing stations. Various locations circa 

1950s - 1980s. Varying quality. (100)  £10
740 STATIONS. Approx 100 postcard sized B&W photos showing stations. Various locations circa 

1930s - 1980s. Varying quality. (100)  £10
741 STATIONS. Approx 100 postcard sized B&W photos showing stations. Various locations circa 

1930s - 1980s. Varying quality. (100)  £10
742 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in 

England taken in 1977 - 85. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10
743 STATIONS. Approx 85 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations in Scotland circa 1940s - 

1960s. Reasonable quality. (85)  £10
744 STATIONS. Approx 85 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations in Scotland circa 1940s - 

1960s. Reasonable quality. (85)  £10
745 STATIONS. Approx 110 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations in Wales circa 1950s & 

1960s. Varying quality. (110)  £10
746 STATIONS. Approx 80 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations in Scotland circa 1940s - 

1960s. Reasonable quality. (80)  £10
747 STATIONS. Approx 80 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations in Scotland circa 1940s - 

1960s. Reasonable quality. (80)  £10
748 STATIONS. Approx 65 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations in the west country circa 

1920s - 1960s. Varying quality. (65)  £10
749 STATIONS. Approx 65 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations in the west country circa 

1920s - 1960s. Varying quality. (65)  £10
750 STATIONS. Approx 80 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations circa 1920s - 1960s. 

Reasonable quality. (80)  £10
751 STATIONS. Approx 80 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations circa 1920s - 1960s. 

Reasonable quality. (80)  £10
752 STATIONS. Approx 90 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes mostly in 

the Yorkshire area circa 1940s - 1970s. Varying quality. (90)  £10
753 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in 

Scotland circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10
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754 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in 
Scotland circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

755 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in 
Scotland circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

756 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in 
Scotland circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

757 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS stations and signalboxes 
in England circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

758 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS stations and signalboxes 
in England circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

759 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER stations and signalboxes 
in England circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

760 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER stations and signalboxes 
in England circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

761 SIGNALBOXES. Approx 66 postcard sized and larger B&W photos showing signals and interior 
& exterior views of signalboxes circa 1960s and 70s. Reasonable quality. (66)  £10

762 DEPOTS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER and LMS loco sheds in 
England circa 1940s - 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

763 DIESELS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing first generation diesel locos and multiple 
units circa 1960s - early 70s. Reasonable quality. (100)   £10

764 DIESELS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing BR diesel loco nameplates circa 
1990s - 2000s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

765 LNER. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER locos, many in LNER livery. 
Varying quality. (120)  £10

766 LNER. Approx 115 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in LNER, BR and pre 
grouping livery. Varying quality. (115)  £10

767 LNER. Approx 115 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in LNER, BR and pre 
grouping livery. Varying quality. (115)  £10

768 LNER. Approx 115 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in LNER, BR and pre 
grouping livery. Varying quality. (115)  £10

769 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER A4 class locos in LNER and 
BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

770 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER A2 class locos in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

771 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER B1 class locos in LNER and 
BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

772 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER B12 and B17 class locos in 
LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

773 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER K3 class locos in LNER and 
BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

774 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS or BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100)  £10

775 LMS. Approx 130 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS or BR livery. Varying 
quality. (130)  £10

776 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS or BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100)  £10

777 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS Jubilee class locos in LMS and 
BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

778 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS 2-6-0 4MT and 2MT class locos 
in LMS and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10
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779 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS 3MT Fowler and Stanier tank 
locos in LMS and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

780 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS Stanier 8F locos in LMS and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

781 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR 4-6-0 locos in BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100)  £10

782 GWR. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR locos in GWR or BR livery. Varying 
quality. (120)  £10

783 GWR. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR locos in GWR or BR livery. Varying 
quality. (120)  £10

784 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR Bullied Pacifics in SR and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

785 NBR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NBR J36 class locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

786 NBR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NBR Atlantic locos in NBR and LNER 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

787 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex CR 0-4-4 
passenger tank locos in LMS and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

788 GER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

789 GER. Approx 115 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GER locos in LNER or BR livery. 
Varying quality. (115)  £10

790 GNR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GNR locos in GNR, LNER and BR 
livery. Varying quality. (100)  £10

791 GNR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GNR locos in GNR, LNER and BR 
livery. Varying quality. (100)  £10

792 GCR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GCR locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Varying quality. (100)  £10

793 BR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex WD Austerity 2-8-0 locos. Reasonable 
quality. (100)  £10

794 BR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing BR Standard class 5 4-6-0 locos. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

795 COACHES. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing coaching stock circa 1950s - 70s. 
Varying quality. (100)  £10

796 WAGONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing wagon stock circa 1920s - 70s. 
Varying quality. (100)  £10

797 SR. 24 larger sized B&W prints showing ex SR locos as used in book "Rex Conway's Steam 
Journey Volume One". Reasonable quality. Signed copy of book included.  £10

798 NER. Ten 10" x 8" possibly official photographs showing views of Darlington works. Circa 1900s. 
Good quality.  £10

799 Album of approx 100 mostly 12" x 8" B&W photos taken from official negatives showing GWR 
coaching stock. Variety of types, external and internal views, good quality. (100)  £10

800 Album of approx 100 mostly 12" x 8" B&W photos taken from official negatives showing GWR 
coaching stock. Variety of types, external and internal views, good quality. (100)  £10

801 Album of approx 100 mostly 12" x 8" B&W photos taken from official negatives showing GWR 
and BR(W) coaching stock. Variety of types, external and internal views, good quality. (100)  £10

802 Album of approx 100 mostly 12" x 8" B&W photos taken from official negatives showing GWR 
coaching stock. Variety of types, external and internal views, good quality. (100)  £10
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803 ENGLISH ELECTRIC COMPANY binder of official photographs of the construction of a 1800hp 
class EW electric locos for the New Zealand Government Railways at Robert Stephenson & 
Hawthorn Ltd, Newcastle. Circa 1950s.   £10

804 ALBUM containing approx 56 postcard sized and smaller B&W photos showing steam loco 
views in the 1960s. Reasonable quality.  £10

805 ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of ex GNR N1 and N2 tank locos 
numbered between 69490 and E9504 in LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality.  £10

806 ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of ex GNR N2 tank locos numbered 
between 69505 and 69558 in LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality.  £10

807 ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of ex GNR N2 tank locos numbered 
between 68757 and 9596 and J52s between 68757 and 8779 in LNER and BR livery. Reasonable 
quality.  £10

808 ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of ex GNR J52 locos numbered 
between 68559 and 8899 and J50s between 68890 and 68933 in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality.  £10

809 ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of ex GNR J50 locos numbered 
between 68934 and 68991 in LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality.  £10

810 ALBUM containing approx 200 mostly photographs showing station, rail, infrastructure, bus, 
tram and street views in the Battersea, Nine Elms, Stewarts Lane, Clapham area. From the Alan 
Jackson archive.  £10

811 ALBUM containing approx 550 3.25" x 2" B&W photos showing GWR,LMS,LNER & Irish 
locomotives in the 1930s. Leamington Spa, Oxford & Swindon Works noted. Good quality.  £10

Lots 812 - 871: Photographic Slides
812 APPROX 136 35mm colour slides showing BR Standard class locos in the 1960s, many on 

specials. Some identified, varying quality. (136)  £10
813 APPROX 85 35mm colour slides showing ex SR locos in the 1960s. Some identified, appear 

reasonable quality. (85)  £10
814 APPROX 80 35mm colour slides showing ex SR locos in the 1960s. Some identified, appear 

reasonable quality. (80)  £10
815 APPROX 120 35mm colour slides showing ex LNER locos in the 1960s. Some identified, varying 

quality. (120)  £10
816 APPROX 90 35mm colour slides showing ex GWR locos in the 1960s. Some identified, appear 

reasonable quality. (80)  £10
817 APPROX 115 35mm colour slides showing ex GWR locos in the 1960s. Some identified, appear 

reasonable quality. (115)  £10
818 APPROX 110 35mm colour slides showing ex LMS locos in the 1960s. Some identified, varying 

quality. (110)  £10
819 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing ex LMS locos in the 1960s. Most not identified, 

varying quality. (100)  £10
820 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing ex LMS locos in the 1960s. Most not identified, 

varying quality. (100)  £10
821 APPROX 80 35mm colour slides showing ex LMS locos in the 1960s. Most not identified, varying 

quality. (80)  £10
822 APPROX 110 35mm colour slides showing ex SR steam loco views including on the IOW. Circa 

early - mid 1960s. Reasonable quality. (110)  £10
823 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing ex LMS steam loco views in the 1960s. Reasonable 

quality. (100)  £10
824 APPROX 60 35mm colour slides showing ex GWR steam loco views in the 1960s. Reasonable 

quality. (60)  £10
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825 APPROX 40 35mm colour slides showing BR Standard class loco views in the 1960s. Reasonable 
quality. (40)  £10

826 APPROX 40 35mm colour slides showing ex LNER steam loco views in the 1960s. Reasonable 
quality. (40)  £10

827 APPROX 54 35mm B&W slides showing mostly signalboxes and a few signals, mainly at Eastern 
and Midland region locations, circa 1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (54)  
£10

828 APPROX 54 35mm B&W slides showing mostly signals and a few signalboxes, mainly at Eastern 
and Midland region locations, circa 1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (54)  
£10

829 APPROX 44 35mm B&W slides showing signals at various locations including CLC and Midland 
region, circa 1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (44)  £10

830 APPROX 24 35mm B&W slides showing signalboxes mostly at Midland region locations, circa 
1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (24)  £10

831 APPROX 84 35mm B&W slides showing signalbox interior views including frames, diagrams and 
notices mostly at Midland region locations, circa 1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable 
quality. (84)  £10

832 APPROX 60 35mm B&W slides showing signalbox interior views mostly at Midland region 
locations, circa 1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (60)  £10

833 APPROX 50 35mm B&W slides showing signalbox interior views mostly at Midland region 
locations, circa 1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (50)  £10

834 APPROX 46 35mm B&W slides showing signalbox interior views mostly at Midland and Eastern 
region locations, circa 1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (46)  £10

835 APPROX 55 35mm B&W slides showing signalbox interior views mostly at Midland and Eastern 
region locations, circa 1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (55)  £10

836 APPROX 55 35mm B&W slides showing signalbox instruments in situ mostly at Midland and 
Eastern region locations, circa 1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (55)  £10

837 APPROX 55 35mm B&W slides showing signalbox instruments in situ mostly at Midland and 
Eastern region locations, circa 1960s - 80s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (55)  £10

838 APPROX 80 35mm B&W slides showing signalbox exterior and interior views, many around 
Kettering, Irthingborough, etc circa 1980s. Appear reasonable quality. (80)  £10

839 APPROX 250 35mm colour slides showing UK rail views including infrastructure, signalboxes 
and stations circa 1960s - 80s. Reasonable quality. (250)  £10

840 APPROX 250 35mm colour slides showing UK rail views including infrastructure, signalboxes 
and stations circa 1960s - 80s. Reasonable quality. (250)  £10

841 APPROX 250 35mm colour slides showing UK rail views including infrastructure, signalboxes 
and stations circa 1960s - 80s. Reasonable quality. (250)  £10

842 KENYA. Approx 35 35mm B&W slides showing signalling and locos around Nairobi circa 1980s. 
Appear reasonable quality. (35)  £10

843 APPROX 170 35mm colour slides showing European and Asia railway views. Appear circa 
1980s & 90s. Quality varies. (170)  £10

844 APPROX 600 35mm colour slides showing overseas rail views circa 1970s - 90s. Reasonable 
quality. (600)  £10

845 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing overseas loco views, mostly in Europe, many in the 
1960s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

846 APPROX 320 35mm colour slides showing USA rail views circa 1960s including streetcar views. 
Includes approx 100 discoloured Ektachrome types. All identified. (320)  £10

847 APPROX 350 35mm colour slides showing mostly 1970s modern traction views at various 
locations. Some identified, appear reasonable quality. (350)  £10
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848 APPROX 140 35mm colour slides showing 1970s modern traction views. Quality varies. (140)  
£10

849 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing diesel loco views circa 1960s - 80s. Several DMU 
shots noted. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

850 DIESELS. Approx 70 35mm colour slides showing diesel locos in the 1960s. Various locations, 
some identified, varying quality. (70)  £10

851 DIESELS. Approx 220 35mm colour slides showing Western class locos in the 1970s. All 
identified, fading to many. (220)  £10

852 DIESELS. Approx 150 35mm colour slides showing Western class locos in the 1970s. All 
identified, fading to many. (150)  £10

853 DIESELS. Approx 120 35mm colour slides showing diesel hydraulic locos in the 1970s. Some 
identified, varying quality. (120)  £10

854 DIESELS. Approx 120 35mm colour slides showing diesel hydraulic locos in the 1970s. Some 
identified, varying quality. (120)  £10

855 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing 1970s - 80s modern traction views. Not identified, 
appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

856 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing 1970s - 80s modern traction views. Not identified, 
appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

857 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing 1970s - 80s modern traction views. Not identified, 
appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

858 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing 1970s - 80s modern traction views. Not identified, 
appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

859 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing 1970s - 80s modern traction views. Not identified, 
appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

860 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing 1970s - 80s modern traction views. Not identified, 
appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

861 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing 1970s - 80s modern traction views. Not identified, 
appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

862 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing 1970s - 80s modern traction views. Not identified, 
appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

863 FOLDER containing approx 340 35mm colour slides showing 1980s and 90s modern traction 
views and a few preserved lines. Reasonable quality. (340)  £10

864 APPROX 38 35mm colour slides showing industrial railway views at Ashington, Walkden and 
Astley Green in the 1960s. Reasonable quality.  £10

865 INDUSTRIAL RAILWAYS. Approx 115 35mm colour slides showing industrial railway views circa 
late 1960s - late 1970s. Various locations, most identified, appear reasonable quality. (115)  £10

866 INDUSTRIAL RAILWAYS. Approx 220 35mm colour slides showing industrial railway views circa 
late 1960s - early 1970s. Various locations, all identified, appear reasonable quality. (220)  £10

867 APPROX 38 35mm colour slides showing views of the Longmoor Military Railway in 1968 & 69. 
Reasonable quality. (38)  £10

868 BUSES. Approx 47 35mm colour slides showing bus views circa 1970s - 90s. Various locations, 
reasonable quality. (47)  £10

869 BUSES. Approx 330 35mm colour slides showing bus views circa early 1970s - 80s, some 
preserved. Reasonable quality. (330)  £10

870 BUSES. Approx 330 35mm colour slides showing bus views circa early 1970s - 80s, some 
preserved. Reasonable quality. (330)  £10

871 TROLLEYBUSES. Approx 60 35mm colour slides showing London Transport trolleybuses in the 
early 1960s. Most identified, very variable quality. (60)  £10
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Lots 872 - 918: Photographic Negatives
872 APPROX 20 3" x 2" B&W glass negatives showing views in Scotland including NBR loco, 

Drumburgh station and Forth Bridge. Circa 1920s. Quality varies. Buyer to collect. (20)  £10
873 FRANCE. 24 large sized glass negatives showing French railway locos circa 1910s - 20s. Some 

faded. Buyer to collect. (24)  £10
874 APPROX 24 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex GWR and BR Standard locos taken near 

Pilning in 1961. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. 
(24)  £10

875 APPROX 40 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex LNER locos in the late 1950s - early 1960s. 
Some identified, varying quality. (40)  £10

876 APPROX 40 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex LNER locos in the late 1950s - early 1960s. 
Some identified, varying quality. (40)  £10

877 APPROX 60 35mm B&W negatives showing mostly steam views circa mid 1960. Not identified. 
Appear reasonable quality. (60)  £10

878 APPROX 60 35mm B&W negatives showing mostly steam views circa mid 1960. Not identified. 
Appear reasonable quality. (60)  £10

879 APPROX 60 35mm B&W negatives showing mostly steam views circa mid 1960s. Not identified. 
Appear reasonable quality. (60)  £10

880 APPROX 94 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex LSWR locos from several classes including 
0298 and G6 at various locations circa mid 1940s onwards including a few preserved. All filed in 
separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (94)   £40

881 APPROX 86 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex LSWR locos from several classes including 
G16 and N15 at various locations circa mid 1940s onwards. All filed in separate packets and 
marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (86)   £40

882 APPROX 100 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex LSWR locos from several classes 
including O2 and T14 at various locations including IOW. Circa mid 1940s onwards including a 
few preserved. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. 
(100)   £40

883 APPROX 55 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex SECR locos from several classes at various 
locations circa mid 1940s onwards including a few preserved. All filed in separate packets and 
marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (55)   £25

884 APPROX 92 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex SR L1, N15, Q, Q1 and U1 class locos at 
various locations circa mid 1940s - 1964. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. 
Appear reasonable quality. (92)   £35

885 APPROX 86 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex SR S15, U, USA, W and Z class locos at 
various locations circa mid 1940s - 1968. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. 
Appear reasonable quality. (86)   £35

886 APPROX 75 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex Midland Railway locos from several 
classes at various locations circa mid 1940s onwards including a few preserved. All filed in 
separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (75)   £35

887 APPROX 58 larger sized B&W negatives showing ex GER locos from several classes at various 
locations circa 1950s & 60s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear 
reasonable quality. (58)   £30

888 APPROX 56 35mm and larger sized B&W negatives showing ex LNER locos from several 
classes including Clauds and ex M&GN at various locations circa 1940s onwards. All filed in 
separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (56)   £30

889 APPROX 109 35mm and larger sized B&W negatives showing pre nat and BR rolling stock 
including wagons, coaches and PW stock at various locations circa 1950s & 60s. All filed in 
separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (109)   £35
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890 IRELAND. Approx 180 larger sized B&W negatives showing loco, signalbox and station views in 
Ireland circa late 1960s - early 1970s. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (180)  £10

891 APPROX 180 35mm and larger B&W negatives showing steam loco views, many at Eastern and 
Scottish region location circa mid - late 1950s. Most identified. Reasonable quality. (180)  £10

892 APPROX 128 larger sized B&W negatives showing early 1970s infrastructure views, mainly 
signalboxes. Welsh locations noted. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (128)  £10

893 APPROX 130 larger sized B&W negatives showing early 1970s infrastructure views, mainly 
signalboxes. Western Region locations noted. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (130)  
£10

894 APPROX 150 larger sized B&W negatives showing early 1970s infrastructure views, mainly 
signalboxes. NE Region locations noted. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (150)  £10

895 APPROX 135 larger sized B&W negatives showing early 1970s infrastructure views, mainly 
signalboxes. NE and Eastern Region locations noted. All identified, appear reasonable quality. 
(135)  £10

896 APPROX 165 larger sized B&W negatives showing mostly mid - late 1970s station and signalbox 
views. Various locations. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (165)  £10

897 APPROX 165 larger sized B&W negatives showing mostly late 1970s - early 1980s station and 
signalbox views. Various locations. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (165)  £10

898 APPROX 145 larger sized B&W negatives showing mostly early 1980s station and signalbox 
views. Various locations. All identified, appear reasonable quality. (145)  £10

899 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives showing early 1960s views including station and 
signalboxes. Various locations. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (150)  £10

900 APPROX 200 variously sized B&W negatives showing mid 1950s loco views. Various locations. 
All identified, varying quality. (200)  £10

901 APPROX 200 variously sized B&W negatives showing late 1950s loco views. Various locations. 
All identified, varying quality. (200)  £10

902 APPROX 100 larger sized B&W negatives showing 1950s loco views. Various locations. Not 
identified, varying quality. (100)  £10

903 APPROX 100 larger sized B&W negatives showing 1950s loco views. Various locations. Not 
identified, varying quality. (100)  £10

904 APPROX 150 35mm and larger sized B&W negatives showing 1960s views including locos, 
signalboxes and stations. Various locations. Most identified, varying quality. (150)  £10

905 APPROX 160 35mm colour negatives showing early 1980s views of journeys from Paddington 
and views in Cornwall. Includes several around St.Blazey. Complete with their prints. All 
identified, appear reasonable quality. (160)  £10

906 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

907 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

908 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

909 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

910 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

911 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

912 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10
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913 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

914 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

915 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

916 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

917 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing 1970s rail and bus views. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

918 APPROX 245 35mm colour negatives in strips showing 1990s diesel loco views, many in the 
Stoke Gifford area. Most identified. Reasonable quality. (Qty)  £10

Lots 919 - 999: Posters
(d/r = double royal, 25"x40", q/r = quad royal, 50"x40")

919 BR(W) q/r poster "Western Region Modernisation - Spotlight on Margam". Shows photo 
illustrations and diagram of yard. Dated 1960. Creasing along top edge.  £10

920 BR(W) q/r coloured pictorial poster "Glorious Thames" showing photo views of sights and 
activities. Circa 1962. Edge creasing and tears.  £10

921 STANDARD FIREWORKS very large sized coloured pictorial poster showing the Standard 
Fireworks man. Undated, folded.  £10

922 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Isles of Scilly" showing colour pictorial view of port by John 
S. Smith. Circa late 1950s. Some creasing, folded and worn.   £10

923 BR(E) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Suffolk" showing Avocets and Ringed Plover, Havergate 
Island by Talbot Kelly. Circa early 1960s.  £10

924 BR(M) d/r pictorial poster "Heysham for Belfast and Northern Ireland" showing view of ferry at 
night by Claude Buckle. Circa 1958.  £10

925 LT d/r coloured poster "6d Evening Tourist Tickets for Trolleybus and Tram" by McKnight Kauffer. 
Circa 1936. Linen backed.  £10

926 BR(E) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Huntingdon" showing view of Oliver Cromwell by Lance 
Cattermole. Circa late 1950s. Folded, small edge tears and tape marks in corners.   £10

927 BR 30" x 20" pictorial poster "To the Sea - Country - or Town" showing photo illustrations of 
sights. Circa early 1960s. Slight creasing to top edge.  £10

928 BR 20" x 15" coloured pictorial poster advertising the installation of the first automatic level 
crossing at Spath near Uttoxeter. Shows Studio Seven illustration of crossing barrier and lights. 
Dated 1961.  £10

929 BR(M) d/r photographic poster "The Permanent Way" issued as No.4 in the "Facts and Figures" 
series showing track and mechanised track laying with artwork by Studio Seven. Circa 1957.  £10

930 BRB d/r photographic poster "Train Your Car" advertising the car sleeper service between 
Manchester and Boulogne showing colour photo of car being loaded onto train. Dated 1964. 
Folded.  £10

931 BR(M) d/r pictorial poster "Do You Know? ...there are many reduced fares by train for a day in 
the country" showing view of nuts, leaves and feathers. Circa 1962.  £10

932 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster advertising the celebrations for the City of Stoke on Trent 
golden jubilee of the federation of the six towns, March 1960. Shows illustration of potter's wheel. 
Creasing to top edge.  £10

933 BR d/r photographic poster "...but British Rail is Travelling" showing B&W photo of queuing cars. 
Circa late 1960s. Folded.  £10
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934 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster with artwork by Wolstenholme showing view of EM1 DC 
electric and EMU at top leaving bottom half blank for messages to be written in. Circa 1957. 
Edge creasing, especially at top edge.  £10

935 BR(E) d/r coloured pictorial poster with artwork by Blake showing view of class 40 on a named 
express at top leaving bottom half blank for messages to be written in. Dated 1959. Slight edge 
creasing.  £10

936 BR d/r coloured pictorial poster "No Sailing Ticket...No Go" re summer sailings between Holyhead 
and Dun Laoghaire showing Studio Seven view of rejected passenger. Circa 1960s.  £10

937 BR(M) d/r coloured artwork poster "Heysham for Belfast and Northern Ireland overnight in 
comfort" showing small illustration of totem sign. Circa 1960.  £10

938 BR(W) d/r photographic poster "See the Heart of Wales by Train - ask for a folder" showing B&W 
view of the folder. Dated 1970. Folded.  £10

939 BR(M) 30" x 20" photographic poster "Door to Door London Midland Express Freight" showing 
B&W view of express freight passing through station. Circa early 1960s. Edge creasing.  £10

940 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "The Historic City of Bath" showing image of bronze bust of 
Minerva by Lander. Dated 1962. Slight edge creasing.  £10

941 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Some Famous Residents of Bath" showing famous people 
and ball scene by Nicholson. Dated 1956/57. Edge tears with tape repairs on rear. Folded and 
fragile.  £10

942 BR(M) 30" x 20" coloured pictorial poster with artwork by "W" showing view of MV Swan on 
Windermere at top leaving bottom half blank for messages to be written in. Circa late 1950s.   £10

943 SEALINK & SNCF d/r photographic poster advertising the visit of the latest cross channel ferry 
"Villandry" to the Pool of London showing photo of the ship. Circa early 1970s. Folded.  £10

944 BR 20" x 30" coloured pictorial poster "See Britain By Train - The Eastgate, Chester" showing 
view of the street. VGC.  £10

945 BTC 30" x 20" coloured photographic poster "See Britain by Train" showing view of the market 
place and cathedral, Wells, Somerset. Circa early 1960s. Folded.  £10

946 BR(E) d/r coloured poster "Rail/Road/Air Link London and Southend Airport" showing diagram of 
line from Liverpool Street. Dated August 1970. Folded.  £10

947 BR(M) d/r coloured artwork poster "Railrover Tickets - The Freedom of the London Midland for 
Seven Days". Red and black coloured, dated 1961.  £10

948 BR(M) d/r coloured map poster "British Railways Modernisation - London Midland Main Line 
Electrification Stage 1" showing grey and maroon coloured view of the line between Crewe and 
Manchester. Dated Autumn 1960. Small edge creases.  £10

949 BR(M) d/r poster "Electrification News" issued in a series of posters detailing progress in the 
electrification of the WCML, this edition asking "Which type of mast" and detailing the types 
used. Coloured design, undated, VGC.  £10

950 BRB d/r coloured pictorial poster "Today's Answer to Tomorrow's Problem - let Railfreight take 
the strain" showing class 86 electric loco and railfreight container train. Dated 1973.  £10

951 BR INTER CITY d/r coloured poster "Take a Rest, Southwest" showing diagram of lines from 
Manchester and Liverpool to the west country. Circa 1969. Folded.  £10

952 INTER CITY d/r B&W pictorial poster "Sotheby's at Gleneagles Hotel Scotland" re the sale of 
silver, ceramics and modern art held at the hotel. No date, circa 1970s. Folded.  £10

953 BEA d/r poster advertising Railair Link services to Heathrow showing photo view of jet in flight. 
Dated August 1973. Creased, especially in corners, small edge tears.  £10

954 BR d/r coloured poster "England & Wales via Dun Laoghaire and Holyhead - Mid Week Thrift 
Plan". Orange and blue coloured, dated 1965. Folded.  £10

955 BTC d/r coloured poster "Save up to 4/- in the £ on your rail fare. Take a Period Mid Week 
Holiday Return" showing calendar and rail track. Circa 1957.  £10
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956 BRB d/r coloured pictorial safety poster "An Open Door Will Cause Delay - Please Close it" 
showing DMU and couple on platform. Dated 1977.  £10

957 BR(W) d/r photographic poster "Business Expressions" showing smiling businessman and 
advertising the Mayflower express train. Dated 1962. Slight edge creasing.  £10

958 BR(W) d/r photographic poster "Business Expressions" showing worried chairman and 
advertising the Bristolean named train. Dated 1962. Slight edge creasing.  £10

959 BR(W) d/r photographic poster "Business Expressions" showing stressed woman and advertising 
the Red Dragon named train. Dated 1962. Slight edge creasing, small stains bottom corners.  
£10

960 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "West of England Car Tourist Service - London - Cornwall" 
showing John S Smith yellow and maroon view of busy road intersection and speeding train on 
viaduct. Dated 1957.  £10

961 BR London Midland Lecture and Debating Society d/r coloured poster advertising speakers for 
the 1963-64 season. Orange and black print. Folded, small tears and loss to bottom edge.  £10

962 BR(W) d/r pictorial poster "New Diesel Trains - improved suburban services" listing Birmingham 
area services. Artwork by Wolstenholme showing speeding DMU. Dated 1957. Edge creasing.   
£10

963 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster advertising "Cafeteria Car Excursion" from the Bristol area to 
the west country. Maroon and turquoise print with illustration at top showing interior of restaurant 
car. Circa late 1950s.  £10

964 RIVER DART STEAMBOAT CO d/r coloured pictorial poster "River Dart Trip covering the whole 
of the navigable River Dart" showing aerial view of river and boats by Howard Coble. Folded, 
approx 6" removed from bottom edge, reverse side used for a child like painting.  £10

965 VENICE-SIMPLON ORIENT EXPRESS d/r coloured pictorial poster "Venice" showing view of 
coach and gondola. One of a series of VSOE posters with artwork by Fix-Masseau dated 1992.  
£10

966 SNCF d/r coloured photographic poster "See France by French Railways Motor Coaches" 
showing Europabus coach and cliff side village. Dated 1970. Slight creasing, backing tape added 
to edges on rear.  £10

967 SNCF d/r coloured photographic poster "The Ile de France. To See France go by Rail" showing 
view of train on viaduct. Dated 1969. Edge creasing and tears.  £10

968 SNCF d/r coloured photographic poster "Normandy - to see France go by train" showing train 
passing village. Dated 1970. Slight creasing, backing tape added to edges on rear.  £10

969 SWEDISH RAILWAYS d/r coloured pictorial poster "Lapland Sweden" showing view of midnight 
sun. Circa 1970s. Folded.  £10

970 NATIONAL SAVINGS 30" x 20" coloured pictorial poster "There is Treasure for all in National 
Savings" showing illustration of the Golden Hind ship by Frank Mason. Circa 1950s. A little 
creased.  £10

971 GPO published d/r coloured pictorial poster "Keeping in Touch - the Post Office at the Docks" 
showing busy dockside scene. Undated, folded.  £10

972 TALYLLYN RAILWAY d/r pictorial poster "Dolgoch Station" from original painting by Terence 
Cuneo showing loco and water tower. Undated.   £10

973 BR(W) d/r coloured map poster "North Wales Radio Land Cruise" showing map of route and train 
times. Dated July 1961.  £10

974 BTC d/r system map of Britain and Ireland. Coloured design, dated 1962. Folded.   £10
975 BR(M) d/r system map of the region. Coloured design, dated 1953. Edge creasing, tears and 

creasing top r/h corner.   £10
976 BR(M) 25" x 22" line diagram type map of the "Diesel Train Services West Midlands". Circa late 

1950s.  £10
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977 BIG 4 d/r letterpress poster "Smoking. As a matter of Courtesy etc". Red and black print, dated 
March 1947. Folded.  £10

978 BR(W) d/r letterpress poster announcing "Additional Refreshment Car Trains between London 
and Bristol" listing times of the trains. Blue and green print, dated April 1957.  £10

979 BR(W) d/r letterpress poster advertising Holiday Runabout tickets in West and Central Wales. 
Red and blue print, dated April 1950. Slight creasing.  £10

980 BR(W) d/r letterpress poster announcing the "Augmented Express Passenger Service - 
Paddington, Leamington Spa, Birmingham and Wolverhampton". Blue print, dated November 
1959.  £10

981 BR(W) d/r letterpress poster advertising "Autumn Holidays in the West. Specially Reduced 
Fares". Green and brown print listing fares from Birmingham Snow Hill. Circa late 1950s. Folded.  
£10

982 BR(ScR) d/r letterpress poster detailing proposed withdrawal of passenger services from 
Dunblane and Crianlarich, Killin Junction and Killin. Dated November 1965. Folded.  £10

983 BR(W) d/r letterpress poster advertising half day excursion from stations in the Bristol area 
to Swindon for Swindon Town v Bristol Rovers football match October 1948. Small football 
illustration at top.  £10

984 BR(W) d/r letterpress poster "Springtime Special Tickets at Cheap Fares". Blue and green print, 
circa early 1950s.  £10

985 BUTLIN'S 30" x 20" letterpress poster "Holiday Camps Skegness and Clacton - ask for through 
rail and bus tickets". Circa 1950s. Folded and creased.  £10

986 BR(ScR) 30" x 20" letterpress poster announcing withdrawal of passenger services between 
Aberdeen and Fraserburgh listing stations to be closed. Blue print, dated August 1965. Folded.  
£10

987 BR(E) d/r letterpress poster re the withdrawal of passenger services between New Holland, 
Goxhill and Immingham Dock. Blue, dated 1963. Folded and a little creased.  £10

988 BR(E & M) d/r letterpress poster re withdrawal of certain passenger train services on the former 
Great Central main line listed stations affected. Dated March 1963.  £10

989 BR(W) d/r letterpress poster "Public Notice" re the withdrawal of passenger services between 
Cheltenham Spa and Andover Junction via Savernake and Swindon Town. Dated September 
1962. Folded/creased.  £10

990 BR(W) d/r letterpress poster re withdrawal of passenger train services between Taunton and 
Barnstaple Junction. Dated October 1966. Folded/creased.  £10

991 BR(S) d/r timetable poster for services between London and Haywards Heath, Brighton, 
Eastbourne, Bexhill, Hastings. Dated September 1960. Folded.  £10

992 BR(W) q/r timetable poster for services in central and South Wales. Dated June 1962. Folded.  
£10

993 BR(S) 30" x 30" timetable poster for Bath Green Park - Evercreech - Bournemouth services 
dated June 1954. Folded.  £10

994 LNER d/r train departures poster for Norwich Thorpe station dated July 1938. Folded, edge wear 
and tears.  £10

995 BR(E) d/r train departures poster for Norwich Thorpe and City stations dated June 1958. Blue 
print. Folded, creased/crumpled.  £10

996 BR(M) 24" x 16" train departures poster for Liverpool Exchange station dated September 1962. 
Folded, slight wear. Plus another similar. (2)  £5

997 BR(M) 24" x 20" train departures poster for Liverpool Lime Street station dated September 1962. 
Folded, slight wear. Plus another similar. (2)  £5

998 BR(M) 18" x 12" train departures poster for Liverpool Central station dated September 1962. 
Folded.   £5
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999 WELSHPOOL & LLANFAIR RAILWAY d/r timetable poster for the 1969 season. Photo illustration 
of loco No.2 at top. Folded.  £10

 

Lots 1001 - 1113: Alpha Lots
1001 Quantity of bound magazines including Railway & Travel Monthly, Transport & Travel Monthly, 

Railway Magazine, etc.  £10
1002 Box of posters and plans.  £10
1003 Quantity of bound Model Railway Journal and Modeller's Backtrack magazines from volume 1.  

£10
1004 Box of London Transport ephemera including maps.  £10
1005 Quantity of bound Great Eastern Railway magazines from volume 1.  £10
1006 Quantity of bound and unbound LMS Magazines from the 1920s - 40s.  £10
1007 Box of hardback books.  £10
1008 Box of pre grouping railway company ephemera.  £10
1009 Quantity of bound Railway Magazines from volume 1 to the 1940s.  £10
1010 Quantity of ephemera including bound GWR magazines.  £10
1011 Box of overseas railway books, America and Europe.  £10
1012 Box of bus ephemera including timetables.  £10
1013 Box of Middleton Press published hardback books.  £10
1014 Box of ephemera including overseas.  £10
1015 Box of overseas railway books, America and Europe.  £10
1016 Box of ephemera.  £10
1017 Box of hardback books.  £10
1018 Box of posters, plans and diagrams.  £10
1019 Box of Middleton Press published hardback books.  £10

Alpha Lots
The following lots will be sold to the highest bidder as determined by the Auctioneers on 
receipt of the special “Alpha Lot Bidding Slips” handed in before the 1:00pm deadline on 

Saturday 7th December at Stoneleigh Park.
The bidding increments as defined in paragraph 4 of our Postal Auction Terms and 

Conditions of Sale apply also to this Auction.
The Alpha Lots Auction results will be known at around 2:30pm. An announcement will be 

made in the main auction hall. Lots must be removed by successful bidders before 3:30pm.
We regret that Alpha Lots are not available to postal bidders. Postal bidders wishing to bid 
on Alpha Lots should use the services of a proxy, who must pay for and remove any items 

successfully bid for on the postal bidder’s behalf, before the 3:30pm deadline.
An 18% buyer’s premium (including VAT) will be added to the invoice for all lots in the Alpha 

Lots section of this catalogue.
Please note: all Alpha Lots are sold as seen and are not subject to return.

The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve.

End of Postal Auction Section
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1020 Box of ephemera including handbills and overseas railway items.  £10
1021 Box of hardback books.  £10
1022 Box of ephemera.  £10
1023 Box of hardback books.  £10
1024 Box of ephemera including rolling stock official photos.  £10
1025 Box of GWR/LNWR Joint Line plans showing Wellington station alterations in 1880.  £10
1026 Box of ephemera including jigsaws.  £10
1027 Quantity of London Railway Record magazines.  £10
1028 Quantity of tickets, mostly Edmondsons including platforms.  £10
1029 Box of RA Cooke track layout books.  £10
1030 Box of DVDs.  £10
1031 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1032 Box of luggage labels, photos and postcards.  £10
1033 Small quantity of ephemera.  £10
1034 Box of ephemera.  £10
1035 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1036 Box of ephemera.  £10
1037 Quantity of hardback and softback books.  £10
1038 Box of ephemera.  £10
1039 Quantity of hardback and softback books.  £10
1040 Box of ephemera.  £10
1041 Quantity of Coalport type commemorative plates showing railway scenes.  £10
1042 Box of ephemera.  £10
1043 Quantity of mostly hardback books.  £10
1044 Box of ephemera.  £10
1045 Quantity of bound Railway Magazines from the 1960s - 90s.  £10
1046 Box of ephemera including GWR interest.  £10
1047 Quantity of mostly hardback books.  £10
1048 Box of ephemera including open day leaflets.  £10
1049 Small quantity of bound Railway Observers.  £10
1050 Quantity of OS maps.  £10
1051 Small quantity of Ian Allan type ABC booklets.  £10
1052 Box of ephemera including working instructions.  £10
1053 Bound volume of Midland Railway Distance Diagrams.  £10
1054 Box of ephemera.  £10
1055 Quantity of hardback books and Bourne reprint illustrations.  £10
1056 Quantity of bound Railway & Travel Monthly.  £10
1057 Quantity of hardback and softback books.  £10
1058 Box of WTTs.  £10
1059 Quantity of Yeadon's Registers of LNER Locomotives.  £10
1060 Box of working instructions and miscellaneous ephemera.  £10
1061 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1062 Box of Exeter and Plymouth Division signalling notices.  £10
1063 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1064 Box of GWR and BR(W) service timetables.  £10
1065 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1066 Box of WTTs.  £10
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1067 Quantity of mostly hardback books.  £10
1068 Set of GWR director's reports issued 1833 - 1948.  £10
1069 Quantity of mostly hardback books.  £10
1070 Box of WTTs.  £10
1071 Quantity of mostly hardback books.  £10
1072 Box of working instructions and WTTs.  £10
1073 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1074 Box of bus timetables and leaflets.  £10
1075 Small quantity of ephemera including signalling.  £10
1076 Box of ephemera and booklets.  £10
1077 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1078 Quantity of ephemera.  £10
1079 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1080 Box of ephemera.  £10
1081 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1082 Quantity of accident reports.  £10
1083 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1084 Quantity of bound Trains Illustrated and Modern Railways.  £10
1085 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1086 Box of ephemera.  £10
1087 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1088 Quantity of ephemera, plans, diagrams and Cuneo calendars.  £10
1089 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1090 Box of ephemera including accident reports and early items.  £10
1091 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1092 Box of ephemera.  £10
1093 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1094 Box of ephemera.  £10
1095 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1096 Box of PTTs and a few books.  £10
1097 Quantity of tram related hardback and softback books.  £10
1098 Box of PTTs and a few books.  £10
1099 Quantity of hardback and softback books.  £10
1100 Box of ephemera.  £10
1101 Quantity of mostly hardback books and a few Transacord steam sound records.  £10
1102 Box of ephemera.  £10
1103 Quantity of handbills and similar booklets.  £10
1104 Box of ephemera.  £10
1105 LMS large sized book of plans of districts.  £10
1106 Box of ephemera.  £10
1107 GWR large sized book of Passenger General Accounts ex Wolverhampton.  £10
1108 Box of ephemera.  £10
1109 Small quantity of ticket books including examples from Welsh Highland, Snowdon Mountain 

Railway and L&LSR.  £10
1110 Box of ephemera.  £10
1111 Quantity of hardback and softback books.  £10
1112 Box of ephemera.  £10
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1113 Quantity of ephemera.  £10

Lots 1401 - 1455: Alpha Lots (Photographic)
1401 Box of approx 900 bus slides from the 1980s and 90s.  £10
1402 Quantity of photos and slides showing the GW&GC Joint line.  £10
1403 Large quantity of 35mm colour slides showing overseas railways.  £10
1404 Quantity of photos and slides showing the GW&GC Joint line.  £10
1405 Large quantity of 35mm colour slides showing mostly European railways.  £10
1406 Quantity of photos and slides showing the GW&GC Joint line.  £10
1407 Large quantity of 35mm colour slides showing mostly European railways.  £10
1408 Box of large format photographs. Mostly steam subjects.  £10
1409 Large quantity of 35mm colour slides showing UK modern traction from the 1980s & 90s.  £10
1410 Small quantity of postcard sized and larger B&W photos showing steam subjects.  £10
1411 Approx 2000 35mm colour slides showing rail subjects.  £10
1412 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing rail subjects.  £10
1413 Large quantity of 35mm colour slides showing UK modern traction from the 1980s - 2000s.  £10
1414 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing rail subjects.  £10
1415 Approx 2000 35mm colour slides showing rail subjects.  £10
1416 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing rail subjects.  £10
1417 Quantity of B&W photos. Steam subjects.  £10
1418 Approx 1200 35mm colour slides showing modern image and preserved.  £10
1419 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing railway and shipping views.  £10
1420 Box of postcard sized photos showing UK steam and diesel subjects.  £10
1421 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing preserved railways and main line tour views.  £10
1422 Approx 1000 B&W photos showing modern traction views.  £10
1423 Over 700 35mm colour slides showing modern traction views in the midlands circa 1980s - 

2000s.  £10
1424 Approx 500 colour prints showing steam in China.  £10
1425 Approx 1000 35mm colour slides showing modern traction views circa 1990s - 2000s.  £10
1426 Several hundred colour prints showing modern traction views.  £10
1427 Approx 1200 35mm colour slides showing modern traction views.  £10
1428 Several hundred colour prints showing European diesel and electric views.  £10
1429 Over 1000 35mm colour slides showing modern traction views from the 1970s onwards.  £10
1430 Over 1000 35mm colour slides showing USA modern traction views circa 1980s - 2000s.  £10
1431 Quantity of B&W negatives including glass. Steam subjects.  £10
1432 Over 700 35mm colour slides showing USA modern traction views circa 1980s - 2000s.  £10
1433 Over 1500 35mm colour slides showing UK preserved railways.  £10
1434 Over 2000 35mm colour slides showing modern traction views circa 1980s & 90s.  £10
1435 Several hundred 35mm colour slides showing UK preserved railways.  £10
1436 Several hundred B&W prints showing steam in Spain circa mid 1960s.  £10
1437 Approx 500 larger sized colour slides showing 1990s modern traction views.  £10
1438 Several hundred B&W prints showing UK steam circa mid 1960s.  £10
1439 Approx 500 35mm B&W copy slides showing 1950s steam.  £10
1440 Several hundred B&W and colour prints showing overseas bus views.  £10
1441 Several albums of negatives and colour slides showing modern traction and preserved.  £10
1442 Several hundred B&W prints showing Scottish buses circa 1940s & 50s.  £10
1443 Approx 500 larger sized colour slides showing 1990s modern traction views.  £10
1444 Approx 2000 35mm colour slides showing preserved railways and traction engines.  £10
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1445 Quantity of negatives and slides showing modern traction views.  £10

1446 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing preserved railway views.  £10

1447 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing modern traction in the USA and Europe.  £10

1448 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing modern traction views.  £10

1449 Over 300 35mm colour slides showing ex LMS steam in the 1960s.  £10

1450 Over 300 35mm colour slides showing shipping and miscellaneous views.  £10

1451 Over 300 35mm colour slides showing BR steam from various regions in the 1960s.  £10

1452 Over 400 Colour-rail 35mm colour slides mostly showing Western Region steam.  £10

1453 Over 200 35mm colour slides showing BR steam in the 1960s.  £10

1454 Over 500 35mm colour slides showing European railway views.  £10

1455 Many hundreds of 35mm colour slides showing modern traction views.  £10

Future Postal Auction Dates
The next auction will be on view at Stoneleigh on 7th March 2020 and quality items are now 
being accepted for this Sale and for future Sales in June and September 2020. Please see the 
organisers for information and advice.

End of Auction
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Routes to the Stoneleigh Auction
By Road from M40 Motorway
• Leave the M40 at Junction 15 and take the A46 dual carriageway towards Coventry.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from M6 or M69 Motorways
• Leave the M6 at Junction 2 and take the A45 towards Warwick. If you are taking the M69, 

continue onto the A46 in the direction signposted for Warwick and M40.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from Northbound M1 Motorway
• Leave the M1 at Junction 17 and take the M45 towards Coventry.

• Stay on the M45 until you see signs for A45 Coventry, not the earlier signs for the A45 to 
Daventry. Join the A45 and continue along it until you can take the A46 towards Warwick.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

Railway Stations
Coventry 4½ miles, Leamington Spa 4¾ miles, Warwick Parkway 6 miles. All these stations 
have taxi ranks. A bus service for the benefit of auction visitors has been arranged to run from 
Coventry station (see below for details).

Private Bus Service from Coventry Station
A private bus has been arranged to run an hourly service to the auction. Nominal departure 
times from Coventry station to the auction are 8, 9, 10 & 11am, but with variation for actual 
train arrivals. The bus will depart Stoneleigh for the station at 2, 3, 4 & 5pm. 

On Site at Stoneleigh Park
The main entrance to Stoneleigh Park is on the B4113. Inside the main entrance there will be 
a signpost showing the direction to the auction. From the main entrance follow Avenue M (the 
main road onto the site) until you get to the Warwick Complex. If you are driving a car, please 
proceed on to the signposted car park for the auction. Stareton Hall where the auction is held, 
is on 10th Street, which is the turning off Avenue M next to the The Warwick Complex.
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